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Introduction 

Welcome to this year’s “Make Cheltenham Great Again” campaign.  Yes, the blend of under-researched 
and opinionated guesswork, which was once the preserve of ad hoc guides such as this, now passes for 
government, and I will fully enter into the spirit by providing herein some “alternative facts” (I’d start by 
declaring Hawadeth winner of the 2004 County Hurdle…). 
 
Many of you are probably begging that I condense this guide to a Trump-like twitter post or two (“Can’t 
believe the treatment of Tobefair by the so-called “handicapper”.  So unfair. #SAD.”), well it’s your lucky 
day, read on below for details… 
 
Once again, a word of thanks to the one-woman prosecco drought that is my wonderful wife Tanya, who 
is my First Lady, Leader of the House and Secretary of State for Retail Affairs.  Yet again she has 
inspired/compelled my search for winners, and endured candlelit supper discussions in which I have 
slightly stretched the romance of the occasion with a lengthy explanation of the impact of ratings on the 
composition of the Fred Winter handicap hurdle (I think I got away with it – that slightly glazed over look 
presumably being tantamount to “wow, juvenile hurdle handicapping is so fascinating…”).  She will be 
sadly missing her first festival in over a decade as her studies are taking her over to open the kimono 
(metaphorically I hope) on businesses in Tokyo and Seoul, but I know she will be cheering on in 
spirit…the spirit probably being Sake, and the cheering a karaoke version of The Rhinestone Cowboy… 
 
Finally, this guide is written in good faith with what we know a week before racing, running plans, 
weather and other factors can make a difference.  I have this year launched sports betting blog 
www.lapoftheodds.com, with festival regular Pete.  I will be posting views on races on the day once 
runners are known – many will match this guide (I’m not that fickle), but some will reflect changes.  
Please follow the blog, and if you enjoy, encourage others to do so too, 
 
Good Luck 
Dan 
 

 

Summary of Selections 

Rufus McCririck practising his 6-4-the-field tic-tac .  He is hoping 

Doesyourdogbite will run in Friday’s Martin Pipe hurdle… 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
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Here is a summary for those not wanting to wade through the waffle. Stakes are on a scale of 1 
to 10. 

              

  Tuesday           

  Race 1 Ballyandy 6pts WIN 5-1   

  Race 2 Altior no bet       

  Race 3  Singlefarmpayment 8pts WIN 10-1   

    if absent: Noble Endeavour 5pts WIN 10-1   

  Race 4 Buveau D'Air 5pts WIN 4-1   

    Footpad 2pts EW 25-1   

  Race 5 Vroum Vroum Mag 6pts WIN 6-4   

  Race 6  A Genie in Abottle 5pts WIN 5-1   

    Beware the Bear 4pts WIN 12-1   

  Race 7 Foxtail Hill 10pts WIN 8-1   

              
 

              

  Wednesday         

  Race 1 Neon Wolf 6pts WIN 5-2   

  Race 2 American 6pts WIN 10-1   

    if absent: Our Kaempfer 4pts WIN 20-1   

  Race 3 Hawk High 3pts EW 33-1   

    Runfordave 4pts WIN 16-1   

  Race 4  Douvan no bet       

  Race 5 Urgent De Gregaine 8pts WIN 8-1   

    if absent: Bless The Wings 5pts WIN 14-1   

  Race 6 Dreamcatching 4pts  WIN 8-1   

    Silver Streak 3pts EW 33-1   

  Race 7 Ballyward 6pts WIN 10-1   

              
 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
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  Thursday           

  Race 1 Disko 6pts WIN 6-1   

  Race 2 Presenting Percy 7pts WIN 8-1   

    Golden Doyen 2pts WIN 14-1   

  Race 3 Empire of Dirt 6pts WIN 5-1   

  Race 4 Shaneshill 5pts  WIN 10-1   

  Race 5 Bouvreil 8pts  WIN 12-1   

  Race 6 Lets Dance 7pts WIN 6-4   

  Race 7 Mall Dini 8pts  WIN 8-1   

    Potters Legend 3pts WIN 16-1   

              
 

              

  Friday           

  Race 1 Defi Du Seuil 8pts WIN 9-4   

  Race 2 Peace and Co 6pts  WIN 12-1   

    Song Light 2pts  EW 25-1   

  Race 3 Amis Debois 3pts EW 25-1   

  Race 4 Native River 6pts WIN 4-1   

    Saphir Du Rheu 1pt EW 66-1   

  Race 5 Wonderful Charm 5pts WIN 9-2   

    if absent: Grand Vision 3pts EW 20-1   

  Race 6 Battleford 5pts WIN 10-1   

    Coo Star Sivola 5pts WIN 20-1   

  Race 7 Dandridge 7pts WIN 10-1   

    Ball D'Arc 3pts WIN 14-1   

              
 

 

 

Disclaimer – “Horses can run slowly as well as fast” 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
https://lapoftheodds.com/disclaimer/
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TUES: Race 1 - The Supreme Novices Hurdle - 2 miles for all-aged novices,   

Selected Current Odds: 4 Melon, 5 Ballyandy, Moon Racer, 6 Bunk Off Early, 9 
Movewiththetimes, 16 High Bridge 

So here we go…starved of top class jump action we arrive salivating for the 28 course Bacchanalian feast 

that is the mighty festival, and there is no amuse bouche on offer as we plough straight into the tasty 

opener that is the Supreme Novices Hurdle. 

Willie Mullins has been the chef extraordinaire at the festival in recent times and this year he is serving 

up Melon for starters. Hmmm, we all like a bit of Melon but it’s not exactly haute cuisine – I see that 

Abigail’s Party is playing all week at the Cheltenham theatre (I check these things to give me a 3 hour 

bailout in case my friend Andy starts one of his anecdotes..) – if Melon wins the opener I will be scouring 

the entries to see if there’s a Beef Wellington in the Coral Cup, Blue Nun in the Kim Muir and the chance 

to land the forecast in the Grand Annual with Black Forest and Rum Baba. 

Well, Melon must have a decent chance, but it’s one for the Willie Mullins fan club. He won this race 

three years running with Champagne Fever, Vautour and Douvan before Min was beaten last year by 

the mighty Altior. Willie has been adopting a gradually more sparing approach to the build-up, 

Champagne Fever had four prior runs, winning a grade 1, Vautour three winning a grade 1, Douvan 

three winning a grade 2 and Min just two winning a grade 2. Melon has had just one run winning a 

maiden hurdle. The bookies are running scared. Each year’s candidate has had less and less form but the 

odds have contracted progressively from 5-1 for Champagne Fever, through 3-1, 2-1 and then 15-8 for 

Min last year. And now we are presented with Melon at 4-1 with the threat of a lower price come the 

day.  

In each of those previous campaigns Willie has had the dominant stable in Ireland by far, and his 

representative here has been the horse rising to be the cream of the crop – in that regard the odds, 

whilst short have been broadly justified. This year, however, has been a tough one for Willie (still great 

by anyone else’s standards), and the three Grade 1 novice hurdle winners he has had are all dodging this 

race (Airlee Beach goes for the Mares race, Bacardys heads for the Neptune, whilst Saturnas is on the 

doctor’s couch). The impression is that Melon arrives here as first choice more by default than by 

outstanding merit. That’s not to knock his maiden win which was highly proficient and promised plenty, 

but no more so than a dozen other maiden winners. But everyone wants to know Willie’s Supreme 

horse, and this one has been the buzz for a while. He could win, but I think the price currently reflects a 

light ante-post market and a lack of big name challengers – come the day I expect the on-course bookies 

to stand this horse at bigger prices. I wouldn’t be backing now, and frankly I won’t be backing on the day 

either. The last horse to win this on a second hurdle run was Flown, and that was long enough ago to be 

reasonably described as being in my “youth”. 

Racing is full of clichés…I particularly dislike “he’s done nothing wrong” – which usually means he’s run 

well but just got touched off costing me a lavish accumulator….and “he owes us nothing” - for which I 

refer to the previous complaint…but in the case of Moon Racer he probably doesn’t owe me anything as 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
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he did me a favour in the Bumper here two years ago. I am glad he owes me nothing as I don’t intend to 

ask him to pay me back here.  There is some debate as to whether he runs here or the Champion Hurdle, 

primarily on the basis that an injury-plagued career means he arrives here as a novice aged 8. To put this 

into context that makes him older than the first five in the Champion Hurdle betting. I think it’s a 

basically academic call, as I don’t think he is likely to be good enough to win either race. To be fair he 

has good early season form with Ballyandy and Movewiththetimes that now looks promising, but his 

long break since November, whilst a successful tactic in his Bumper year, is rarely a successful 

preparation for this race.  If he wins it will be a credit to his trainer David Pipe, but a bit of an indictment 

of the quality of the rest of the field.  If he were mine I would run him in the Champion anyway – you’ve 

got nothing to lose and there is no guarantee that these will be any easier to beat that the motley bunch 

lining up later in the afternoon. 

Ballyandy won the Bumper last year and must be respected after a good win in the big Newbury 

handicap hurdle last time, which has provided numerous placed horses in this race (but no winners yet).  

He travels well in his races and looks more likely to run here than in the Neptune.  His early season form 

with Moon Racer leaves him a bit to find, however he is a battler and very consistent.  I suspect there is 

a case to made that these race conditions will suit him better than the small field sprints in which he 

found Moon Racer too speedy.  In addition, he may well have progressed with racing whilst the older 

Moon Racer has been in his box.  There may not be much between them, but I would expect to see Sam 

Twiston-Davies travelling well down the hill and as he showed last year, he can certainly battle up the 

final climb. 

I don’t see Movewiththetimes reversing the Newbury form with Ballyandy, although it also entitles him 

to challenge for the frame. He will be a pound better off for a 3/4l length beating. Theoretically that 

should have them almost dead-heating. This horse is a very similar type to Ballyandy in the way he is a 

smooth traveller, but I don’t think he was ever getting past Ballyandy last time, and the uphill finish here 

should result in a confirmation of form. 

If something is going to pop up at a bigger price it could be High Bridge. He was probably ridden a little 

too prominently when running well but fading into 6th behind Ballyandy in the Bumper last year. He was 

much more impressive last time when better settled, and the strong pace and big field here could play 

into his strengths. I am not sure it’s enough to see him winning, but he could run a bold race. 

Pep Guardiola described Gabriel de Jesus as like a melon, you don’t know what you have until you open 

it up. Well, we’re all in the same boat here not knowing how Melon will respond to the raise in class. It’s 

a bold move that Willie could have pulled off in other years. Like Ladies Day at Aintree, the door is open 

here for a touch of class, but the field seems comprised of unproven youth and battle-scarred sluggers 

who you wouldn’t mind on your side in a fight.  

I’ll take a slugger, and any horse that beats BALLYANDY here will have had to do it the hard way. 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook.

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
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TUES:  Race 2 - The Arkle Chase - 2 miles for novice chasers 

Selected Current Odds: 1-3 Altior, 8 Charbel, 16 Royal Caviar, 50 A Hares Breadth    

In recent seasons, we have seen this race cut up into a basic coronation for future superstars, like the 

mighty Sprinter Sacre and current colossus Douvan. Those strapping bruisers both brutalized their 

opposition, built like bulls, dismissive of the fences, and capable of maintaining a heartless gallop.  

Whereas their ascension to the throne was one of pure power, this year we have an altogether different 

heir apparent in the rapier-like speedster Altior. 
  

Last year Altior arrived at the Supreme Novices well fancied by many (sadly not that much by me) and 

upped his game in sensational fashion to dismiss the much-touted Min by seven easy lengths. I was a 

little surprised he was sent chasing as the Champion Hurdle looked his for the taking. Fair play to trainer 

Nicky Henderson though, as Altior has been a revelation over fences. I thought him an elegant speed 

horse and I wasn’t sure whether he would make such a good chaser as he clearly isn’t the shape of 

Sprinter or Douvan. But size isn’t everything (I hope), and Altior has shown that his basic speed is allied 

to a quick, nimble and sometimes dashing jumping style that has seen him hurtle up to an official rating 

of 170. To put that in some context, both Sprinter and Douvan were rated 169 after winning this race, 

whilst recent Champion Chase winners such as Dodging Bullets and Sire de Grugy only managed ratings 

of 171 after their championship wins. That suggests Altior is already considered a better novice than 

Douvan or Sprinter at their peak performances, and almost as good as a routine champion chase winner. 

Add that to the almost total lack of meaningful opposition and we have ourselves another coronation. 

Altior will win with total ease. The only question is how to have a bet as I wouldn’t be sure of taking 2-7 

about me remembering my own name come the Tuesday afternoon, let alone risking a horse race. 

  

As in previous years, the best betting tactic is probably not to back at 2-7, or to take the folly of 

opposing with one of the next few in the market. Instead, we should look for a long odds horse capable 

of making the frame if ridden conservatively after those who seek to mix it with Altior are blown away. 

Fox Norton did something similar at 33s behind Douvan, and Gods Own was a similar price behind Un de 

Sceaux. This tactic is best employed early (ante-post) when 3 places may still be in play as I fear we could 

be looking at a field of less than 8 on the day. 
  

Of the long shots, A Hares Breadth and Royal Caviar are two 9yos who really should have been long past 

the novice stage. Royal Caviar has a bit of class and jumped well at Leopardstown up to the point when 

he didn’t, whilst A Hares Breadth has shown a real liking for Cheltenham throughout his career, which 

helps as his form elsewhere is fairly modest at best.  

  

ALTIOR wins, but you’ll get no prizes for that (unless you own him) and he won’t pay much off the 

bookies. A little ante-post each way on one of Royal Caviar or A Hares Breadth may add some fun to 

what is otherwise another watch-and-marvel Arkle. 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
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TUES:  Race 3- The Festival Handicap Chase - 3 miles  
 
Selected Current Odds: 10 Noble Endeavour, Singlefarmpayment, 14 Holywell 

More than any other race at this year’s Festival this cavalry charge has a distinctly dual personality, and 

the key factor is how many old codgers decide to run. Festival handicaps have an amazing record of 

falling to novices.  This is only logical, as to win a handicap of this nature you need to have plenty in 

hand of your official rating, and by far the easiest way to do that is by not giving the handicapper an 

awful lot of evidence.  The handicapper has a tough job, and whilst he gets it right on average, the 

better and more progressive horses are not always obvious from a few runs and these are the ones that 

tend to exploit lenient marks. 

 

Logically, it makes sense that as a horse exploits that rating they go up until they become less 

competitive. Festival handicaps have safety limits, for this race a maximum of 24 runners. The key point 

is therefore can a novice be well handicapped and yet still be one of the 24 highest horses standing their 

ground for this race. This year more than any it is pivotal. 

 

The three novices who absolutely stand out here are Champers on Ice, Mall Dini and Singlefarmpayment 

who are numbers 53, 55 and 58 in the advanced entries, so need to see 30 or more of those above pull 

out in order to make the race. From my experience that is absolutely touch and go. 

 

Champers on Ice is closest. I don’t know if he will run as the stable, owner and jockey also have last 

year’s winner Un Temps Pour Tout in the race. If they want to spread their ammunition they could hold 

Champers back for a novice-only event. If he were to run, then that would be a major hint to his 

chances, but he will need to jump better against seasoned handicappers than in recent efforts. 

 

Mall Dini won the Pertemps here last year, showing a liking for big field festival conditions. He has had a 

decent novice campaign, although has been a little one-paced. Reconciled here with optimum 

conditions and with the potential help of the superb Davy Russell, he would be a big fancy if turning up. 

 

Best of the lot is Singlefarmpayment. He has won over this course over hurdles and fences, being 

particularly impressive in the chase win. He was still travelling well when unfortunate to be brought 

down here in January. The down side of that is his rating stays low enough to endanger his appearance, 

on the plus side if he does make the cut then I think he has 10lbs in hand off this mark. I think he has an 

outstanding chance. 

 

The race completely changes texture if those well-treated novices don’t make the cut.  Without them, 

the race is mostly compiled of more exposed and experienced types, the standout one being Gordon 

Elliott’s Noble Endeavour. I love this horse and he has run well at the last two festivals. His mark here of 

154 is 11lbs higher than when winning a very competitive handicap at Leopardstown over Christmas. Of 

that rise, 4-5lbs probably just equates UK and Irish ratings, so he is more like 7lbs higher in reality. That 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
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can be overcome, perhaps not against some thrown-in novices, but against the older types a progressive 

and in-form horse such as this one could well prevail. 

 

Last hear I plumped for an exposed type, Holywell, and saw him beaten into second by a novice, Un 

Temps Pour Tout.  Both could be back this year, Un Temps is 7lbs higher, which is reasonable 

considering the ease of his victory. I would say his chance is reasonable, improving should the novices 

miss out. Everything went well for him last year, and I don’t know if he can expect to repeat the dose. 

Holywell has an outstanding festival record over the last five years including two wins.  Last year he 

approached this race having lost by 23l, 33l and a pulled-up, this year trainer Jonjo O’Neill has excelled 

in the quiet prep by sending him out for another pulled up and defeats by 103, 69 and 73 lengths. He 

has dropped to 148, 5lbs below last year’s rating and he has always come good at this meeting. It really 

is a leap of faith given his dire runs so far, but we have seen it before and it would be no surprise to see 

him run a blinder. 

 

The Druid’s Nephew won this two years ago and could reappear off the same winning rating. Whilst that 

looks generous, it reflects generally poor form since. That said, his trainer has been sounding bullish in 

the build-up and he was a tidy winner. Depending on the cut, this could be no better a race than the one 

he won, so he should make a shortlist. 

 

All eyes on the declarations then, with the three novices Champers on Ice, Mall Dini and 

Singlefarmpayment all the focus of interest.  

If he makes it, then I would see SINGLEFARMPAYMENT as one of the handicap bets of the week. 

Mall Dini is favoured over Champers on Ice, but if they all miss the cut then the in-form and 

classy NOBLE ENDEAVOUR could well be too much for the exposed opponents. I will have a small 

bet on Holywell for old time’s sake. 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 

 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
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TUES:  Race 4 - The Champion Hurdle - 2 miles  

Selected Current Odds:  7-2 Yanworth, 4 Buveau D’Air, 5 Petit Mouchoir, 6 Limini, 8 Brain 
Power, 14 The New One, 25 Footpad 
 
The going is always a big talking point in the Festival lead-up and could play a big part here. The current 

long-range forecast reads like a Trump visit to Moscow--mostly dull with a risk of warm showers --and 

we seem set for the default opener of good-to-soft.  

Buveau D’Air heads the market and carries forward last year’s Supreme Novices form, albeit from the 

tidy distance back of over 8 lengths. That was still a good run against an exceptional horse, and he 

followed it up with a narrow win over Petit Mouchoir, which has looked good in the light of that one’s 

subsequent exploits. Sent chasing at the start of the year, he seeks to replicate Beech Road and Morley 

Street (those were the days...) by reverting to hurdles to win this. He won his warm up at Sandown 

without coming out of first gear, and although that was a weak race he must have a solid chance. Whilst 

the Supreme winner hasn’t followed up in this since Brave Inca in 2006 (and that after a two-year 

break), beaten Supreme horses, Sublimity, Binocular and Jezki have all won this. And you would have to 

say this is a weak renewal following a superb Supreme last year, so Buveau D’Air deserves great respect. 

 

JP McManus, legendary currency dealer, owner, gambler and all round top man, also owns Yanworth. 

This horse looked superb last year until having his colours lowered by Yorkhill in the Neptune. I originally 

thought that was unlucky, but having watched the race I was talking out of my wallet, as he was soundly 

held. He seemed to lack tactical speed that day, and was all set to step up to the Stayers Hurdle when 

the owner suddenly developed a hot favourite for that event and Yanworth was switched back to two 

miles. He registered two good wins at Kempton and Wincanton, again struggling for speed on those 

sharp tracks before staying on late to win. I like the horse, but I am not sure I can visualise him winning. 

If the pace is too slow he will be able to stay in touch but will be left flat footed when they quicken, 

staying on too late for a place. And if they go flat out he will struggle to hurdle fluently and hold position 

and will need the race to fall apart to win. He is basically a young version of The New One, with the same 

strengths and weaknesses. It’s not impossible he could win, but if he does I think it will stem more from 

what the others do wrong than what he can do right. 

 

Petit Mouchoir brings the leading Irish form, and his front running style should ensure a true shape to 

the race. He has only a small margin to find with Buveau D’Air on Aintree form, and has clearly improved 

again this year. I’m not sure his grade 1 winning form amounts to that much, and I would be concerned 

that one of his worst runs was when beaten 15 lengths in the Supreme last year. I wonder if closing the 

gap with Buveau D’Air at Aintree shows the difference a flat track makes to this one’s chances. 

 

Limini comes from the Annie Power route having won well here last year (in the Mares Novice event) 

and then surprised many with the ease with which she beat Apple’s Jade when returning at 

Punchestown in the same race used by Annie last year. I think the evident weakness in this race, coupled 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
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with that strong return, has seen the likely late re-routing to this target. For all that she was impressive, 

that form still leaves her about a stone below what is needed, she gets half that back in her 7lb sex 

allowance (I had a chance to put a double entendre in there, but I just couldn’t squeeze it in). Ultimately 

her eight-length beating behind Buveau and Petit at Aintree still leaves her something to find but if she 

has improved as much as Punchestown suggested to the eye, then a place in the frame is possible. 

 

The handicapper would agree this is a close race, but not necessarily involving all the above. Yanworth 

would be among his top rated, but he would also see Brain Power and The New One at almost similar 

levels. Well, much as I have a soft spot for The New One, even his most ardent fans would agree that his 

best chance has probably passed him by when unlucky in defeat to Jezki. Since then he has been twice 

well held in this race, and his aging legs will probably produce a carbon copy effort this year.  

 

Brain Power is an altogether different prospect. He is very much on the up – and frankly he needs to be 

having been no more than promising last season and starting this season with a 20-length defeat in a 

handicap at this course. He has since put that behind him with two good handicap wins, the last at Ascot 

being particularly impressive and earning him his high rating. The optimism in the Nicky Henderson 

camp was palpable after a recent racecourse gallop, and I get the real sense that they think there is at 

least nothing to choose between Brain Power and Buveau, and in fact Brain Power may even be 

favoured. He is a very impressive horse to look at, but while I don’t deny his improvement, that course 

and distance flop would have to be a slight concern. 

 

Wicklow Brave is a potential Mullins challenger. He has had a merry time at Royal Ascot and the 

Melbourne Cup since he last graced Cheltenham with a runaway win in the County Hurdle of 2015. 

Given his Group race-winning flat form, it is interesting that Willie should forsake the opportunity for an 

off-season to keep this one trained for a possible shot here. He could be worth watching in the market 

as he has obvious potential to shorten. 

 

Finally, Footpad should be up against it as a five year old, an age group that rarely does well here. That 

said the price is probably a bit too long. He may prefer it very soft here--mostly to slow the others down 

as he can struggle to lay up with a strong pace. He ran on well in the Triumph Hurdle last year, and again 

when running Petit Mouchoir to a length last time. He looks too slow to win perhaps, but I could see him 

in the group of Yanworth and The New One, finishing well late in the race. 

 

Clearly a very tricky heat in which no horse brings outstanding claims, and stakes should be managed 

accordingly. I have selected by process of elimination, and whilst that was at great risk of leaving nothing 

to back, BUVEAU D’AIR just about survived the cull with his Supreme run from last year offering just 

the only compelling form. With reasons to oppose many at the head of the market, I will risk a little each 

way on FOOTPAD hoping he will be close enough turning in to grind up the hill for a place. 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
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TUES:  Race 5 - The David Nicholson Mares Hurdle - 2 miles 4f  

Current Selected Odds: 6-4 Vroum Vroum Mag, 5-2 Apple’s Jade, 16 Lifeboat Mona 

Two years ago, this race was a bit of a tipping point, Annie Power tipped over, and I started tipping 

Jagermeister bombs down my throat by way of reflection! Last year it was a different kind of tipping 

point, as watching Vroum Vrooum Mag saunter home in hugely predictable fashion at around evens 

prompted an entirely more academic reflection. 

 

Generally, I reserve the last ring of Dante’s Inferno for thatch-haired U.S. presidents, anyone who has 

played for Tottenham Hotspur, and anyone who dismisses the concept of value in betting by saying “a 

winner’s a winner." Trump, Mabbutt and Kane can stay where you are, Sol Campbell, Pat Jennings and 

the “always back a winner” crowd, you get a temporary reprieve. What struck me watching the bleeding 

obvious was two things: firstly, value doesn’t start at 9-2. Value can be just as prevalent at evens, and 

sometimes that can be easy to lose sight of. Secondly, and hand in hand with the first point, sometimes 

it is just good to have a winner – it helps the whole emotional rollercoaster of betting, and even if it just 

funds you for the next race that’s still two races out of 28 when you are guaranteed to come out no 

worse than even. 

 

So, when we have the happy confluence of a short-priced favourite that still represents some value then 

I vowed there and then not to be so quick to overlook. I, of course, shelved that thought for the 

remainder of the festival locked-in as I was to pre-Festival committed logic, but is it time now to dust off 

those thoughts faced with essentially a re-run of last year’s moment of clarity.  

 

Well Vroum Vroum Mag lines up again at potentially longer odds than when blitzing the field in last 

year’s equivalent race. That is entirely due to the presence of a single opponent in Apples Jade. Outside 

of that horse this race shapes up pretty much like last year’s. The issue is that Vroum Vroum has long 

been seen as a dominant hurdling mare, but first time out this season she suffered a first defeat for 

Willie when short headed by Apples Jade at Fairyhouse. She gets a 4lb change in the weights and that 

was her seasonal debut - solid reasons to expect that form to be reversed. That certainly looked likely 

when Vroum Vroum renewed winning ways in a good race at Leopardstown over Christmas, but the cat 

and the pigeons were at least reacquainted when she struggled home in a poor race at Doncaster at 

long odds-on. This leaves the question of an off-day or a niggling pattern of inconsistency creeping in. 

Doubting Willie has been a quick way to the poorhouse of late, so it’s worth taking the moment of 

clarity from last year and seeking to apply. Namely, if Vroum Vroum is on form she should win--the 

chances of Willie producing her in form must be considered high--surely 6-4 is value? 

 

I do like Apples Jade and I give her a fighting chance in this contest.  A key to her could be the onset of 

Spring, last year she showed devastating improvement throughout the new season. Her form this 

Winter has been good, but if she can mirror last year’s Spring blossom, then that could be what she 

needs to give the favourite a real challenge. 
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Realistically this is a two horse race. Jer’s Girl is a decent Irish mare who could run well in this company, 

whilst Midnight Jazz will have her supporters after running Vroum Vroum so close last time, a literal 

reading of that may make some each way appeal.  

 

The best of the home challenge should be Lifeboat Mona. She is on a decent winning run extending back 

to one disappointment in boggy ground. She beat Midnight Jazz comfortably enough last time and that 

looks good on the line through Vroum Vroum.  She is very low profile for one from the Paul Nicholls 

yard, but that helps the odds. 

 

Not a race to get heavily involved in. I like the each way appeal of the low-key Lifeboat Mona, but I 

suspect that are all playing catch up to VROUM VROUM MAG if she is anything near full form and 

maybe we should exercise that policy of grabbing a winner and a free bet for the four miler next. 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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TUES:  Race 6 - The National Hunt Novice Chase - 4m miles for Amateur riders 

Selected Current Odds: - 5 A Genie in Abottle, 7 Edwulf, 10 Champers on Ice 

The NH Chase is four miles of novice chasing for amateur riders. You would expect this to be chaotic, 

unpredictable, endless, and a good excuse to visit the nice ladies with the noodle truck at the back of 

the grandstand whilst everyone else is distracted. Well think again (not for the noodles – very tasty..), 

these amateur rider races are fast becoming a happy hunting ground for punters. Since the conditions of 

this race were changed, the last six winners have included three favourites and all have started at 8-1 or 

less. Far from being chaotic, this is as good a betting heat as any at the festival (unless you like backing 

Willie in the Mares Hurdle). 

 

Part of the transformation of this race is the level weights conditions. Obviously that helps the better 

horses who used to be penalised here, but it has also served to attract the better horses who might 

otherwise have shied away from this race. Combine this with an elite group of quality amateur jockeys 

and we have the new mix of good horses being ridden by good jockeys, contesting a championship 

event which has become hugely easier to predict. Which is nice. 

 

One quick way to profit is to trust Jamie Codd. He is an exceptional Irish amateur and I will be hoping to 

see him get the leg-up here on Noel Meade’s A Genie in Abottle, as I am quite sure he’s “gonna rub him 

the right way." Genie has been running consistently well against the better Irish novices this year. He 

jumps safely and looks a really resolute stayer. He has all the ingredients you might look for in a winner 

of this race, with the most important one likely to be astride his back. A very worthy favourite, and given 

the recent record in this race, possibly a good bet. 

 

Edwulf is another improving Irish novice. He won really well under a big weight in a handicap last time 

putting his previous jumping problems behind him. I wonder if they might be tempted to try the RSA for 

this horse on Wednesday – but if they stick to the original plan then he is a lively contender here. For all 

that his breeding screams stamina, he has yet to win beyond 2m4f so I may be inclined to go the shorter 

trip – if he runs here then the extreme distance and the greater number of obstacles may be just enough 

for me to favour Genie. 

 

Champers On Ice is entered in everything at the Festival, and he has a good chance of winning almost 

any of his entries (indeed I wouldn’t be surprised if he won our annual poker night in the back of The 

Bell. Given the quality of opposition, and that the usual defining characteristic is who stays sober long 

enough, then he would be odds on!). Trying to read the intentions of the David Pipe stable is notoriously 

difficult, but my sense is that they could be tempted to run here. The horse ran a blinder in the Albert 

Bartlett last year, and may just benefit from the slower pace of race having struggled to jump cleanly 

enough to maintain positon over shorter distances. I am quite convinced this horse has a quality race in 

him, and he could go close here. 
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The brilliantly named Beware The Bear is a strapping son of sire Shantou. Having bought a share of an 

unraced Shantou, I will be particularly keen to see this one go well to uphold the family. He won well 

first time out against the very useful Singlefarmpayment, and won more easily than the margin 

suggested next time at Newbury where he idled in front. He jumps particularly well and is likely to have 

Gold Cup winner Sam Waley-Cohen up top. I thought he still looked a bit inexperienced last time and I 

may have expected Nicky Henderson to give him another run, but obviously he values freshness, and he 

comes here with all the tools to run a big race. 

Martello Tower won an Albert Bartlett here, but has shown two ways of running with some good runs 

interspersed with stinkers ever since. If we could trust him to put his best hoof forward here then he 

would be in the mix. 

 

Arpege D’Alene has two ways of running within the same race. He is a horse with what looks like equine 

attention deficit disorder, as even with the blinkers applied he can still suddenly switch off in a race 

before deciding to go again, as he pleases. Trainer Paul Nicholls has clearly decided that pro or amateur 

won’t make much difference as to whether he chooses to give of his best, and that running as far as 

possible at least gives him time to get back into the race after his inevitable mid race mind-wander. He is 

a proper rogue, but there is a core ability there. I am not sure he will win a race like this, but he could 

easily be a frustrating fast-finishing 2nd or 3rd. 

 

Label des Obeaux has good chasing form this season and looks like he will stay this extreme distance. I 

thought he may have shown a small propensity for jumping to his right, which on this left-turning course 

and over this distance and number of fences could just take enough toll to reduce his chances. His stable 

certainly knows how to win this and he would be interesting if straightening out his technique. 

 

I was sweet on Arbre de Vie in the Coral Cup last year after he ran a good 4th in the Albert Bartlett the 

year before – but as it transpires he just doesn’t do anything very quickly. Well, he’s found the right 

race. I have always thought he had a touch of class and he was far from disgraced behind a useful horse 

last time at Navan over just 2m4f. This trip is a step into the unknown, but the odds allow for that 

uncertainty. 

 

History tells us to look to the head of the market. A GENIE IN ABOTTLE looks rock solid and is 

bound to have some great assistance from the saddle. He has to be worth a bet.  I may split stakes 

though as I do think BEWARE THE BEAR could find this 4 miles ideal.  I fear Champers on Ice the 

most, and will be looking for an each way angle on Arbre de Vie. 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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TUES:  Race 7 – The Close Brothers Novices Handicap Chase - 2 miles 4f  

Current Selected Odds: 8 Foxtail Hill. 10 Value At Risk, Romain de Senam 

The first day concludes with the Brexit handicap chase. By that I don’t mean a race that no-one can 

understand just how it got on the race calendar but hey we may as well run it now that it’s here. Rather 

this is a race which, but for one aberration in 2008, has been firmly Brits only, with the Euro challenge 

(Irish) rarely being seen to much effect.  That’s probably like a Daily Mail get your mitts off our curly 

bananas campaign, in that frankly the Europeans don’t care about our bananas, but they love access to 

our markets, in the same way as the Irish care little about this race as they mop up all the more 

prestigious prizes of the week. As such it is probably the home challenge that should form our focus. 

 

Romain de Senam has an obvious chance here and has long been my fancy for this race. He is copying 

stablemate Bouvreil who came so close to winning this last year after a placed run in the Fred Winter 

the year before. Romain de Senam boasts similar credentials having been a narrow runner-up in the 

Fred Winter (thank God as I had the winner). He gets to race here off an identical mark of 136, which is a 

gift compared with the elevated ratings earned by those horses he finished among last season. It’s hard 

to see why he has been so well treated as there is nothing wrong with his chasing runs, indeed to my 

eye he has an electric low fast jumping style which will be seen to best effect in this race rather than 

those he has been contending. His stamina for a fast run 2m4f around here is perhaps the one unproven 

element, but for a yard which has highly effectively swapped championship glory for handicap success in 

recent years, this one looks sure to run a blinder. 

 

I was all set to make Romain de Senam a top pick based on the handicapper’s leniency when he only 

went and did something even more crazy, for that I refer to the treatment of Foxtail Hill. This strapping 

big chaser had a patchy start to jumping fences, struggling with sharp tracks and a tendency to jump to 

his left. He had the first chance to show what he could do when finally given a galloping left handed 

challenge at this track in January. He gave a bold display of front running and jumping and destroyed a 

field of experienced handicappers. I thought the rise of 7lbs to a mark of 140 highly generous and 

reasoned that the handicapper had shown a few pounds of kindness specifically to allow this horse to 

qualify for this race (for which 140 is the maximum allowed rating). A few pounds of kindness became a 

lot of kindness when, despite the subsequent form of those behind him in January, including a facile win 

for Saphir du Rheu now bound for the Gold Cup, a 30 length Ascot win for Tenor Nivernais now a leading 

hope for the National, and a Grade 1 second at Ascot for Shantou Flyer, the handicapper has not 

reassessed that initial 7lb rise. I think a mark in the mid 140s would be about right with the possibility of 

more improvement to come. This makes him about as well in as Romain de Senam, but with less to 

prove distance-wise or tactically as he will be able to stay out of trouble by blasting along at the front. 

He will be very hard to pass. 

 

Value at Risk is a horse I have long admired, and he has some festival form courtesy of a decent run in an 

Albert Bartlett. His high position in the market and lack of a run since October feels like a well targeted 

plot by trainer Skelton, choosing not to run for fear of elevating his mark above the 140 limit. You have 
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to respect the up-and-coming trainer and this is a talented horse. I do worry though that he had an 

aborted chasing campaign last year after falling at the 2nd twice in a row, and whilst he has been foot 

perfect in those two early runs, this crowded field of 20, at this pace, on this course, will be a white-hot 

test of jumping credentials. 

 

Its’afreebee also hails from the Skelton yard. He ran a lifetime best when third in the Neptune at last 

year’s festival. His chasing campaign started well, but his last two runs have been fairly disappointing. 

On the plus side that has allowed his rating to drop sufficiently to run here. In a 13-race career to date 

he has yet to appear in handicap company, so this will be a step down in class. Again though, he hasn’t 

really been tested by a race like this over fences and he is probably short enough for what he has done. 

 

Squouteur looks likely to lead the nominal Irish challenge. Even with his heavy gambling connections it 

was still extraordinary to see this one go off at just 9-4 for the 24 runner Martin Pipe hurdle at last year’s 

festival. He was a well held 7th that day, but has had a typically quiet preparation since and arrives here 

off a 6lb lower mark if making the cut.  I haven’t seen enough fluency over his fences to suggest he will 

find this easy and I expect he will be over-backed much as he was last year. 

 

Brother Tedd is an interesting challenger.  He ran a decent 7th in a Coral Cup off 150 last year, and that 

makes a mark here of 138 look pretty generous. He has mostly run in small field novice chases and fell 

last time at Wincanton, running much more like a 136 horse than a 150 horse – but I am wary of his 

shrewd trainer Hobbs, who will have had this target in mind for some time. I expect him to run much 

better here. 

 

Finally, a word for Minella On Line. He could run elsewhere over 3 miles, but I would prefer him here 

particularly if he got some cut in the ground. He managed a sequence of pulling up when with Rebecca 

Curtis (5 Ps in a row – welcome to the world of middle aged sleep habits…) but seems to have perked up 

for the switch to the yard of Oliver Sherwood this season. The handicapper has responded, but if the 

ground was to become soft then it’s hard to gauge yet whether that improvement has come to an end. 

 

A race in which I have long liked the claims of Romain de Senam. While I will still have a little on, I was so 

impressed with FOXTAIL HILL last time, and can’t believe the leniency of the handicapper. His 

running style should absolutely suit this – flat out, wing the fences and challenge any novice to jump 

past him. 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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WED:  Race 1 The Neptune Investments Novices Hurdle - 2 1/2 miles (for 
all-aged novices)  

Selected Current Odds: 5-2 Neon Wolf, 5 Finian’s Oscar, 6 Bacardys 

 
Wednesday starts after the long-held traditions of Tuesday night in Cheltenham town, touring the 

regular bars, finding old friends, grabbing a quick bowl of pasta, watching Arsenal depart from the 

Champions League (job done early – baton handed to Man City), fishing The Hoolie out of his temporary 

bed in a hedge outside the Queen’s hotel, getting inadvertently involved in a Jagermeister bomb drink-

off, forgetting your name even though you still remember the name of the winner of the 4-miler, 

wandering off a true line, and eventually hitting the hay with the faint glow of sunrise. 

 

It was on the Wednesday morning of last year’s festival that my wife Tanya took a fateful trip to the 

hairdressers on Cheltenham high street.  Whilst the rest of us swapped opinions in the pub formed from 

months of study, Tanya utilised the time for a blow dry to run through her tips of the day.  Success or 

failure for her was pretty much determined when she returned to announce her picks, and Phil, the 

worlds unluckiest punter, uttered the immortal line "I don't know why I'm bothering to write these ones 

down" stopping after the 2nd. Sure enough Tanya went through the card in an endless stream of "woo 

hoo"s and champagne.  We won't have her to help us this year, and as Phil pointed out to me, if he or I 

try to emulate her success, we'd be in salon chair for about as long as it takes to say "Neptune novices 

Hurd....oh, you're finished".  Thankfully for us, the gods of Cheltenham offer up an opening race in the 

shape of the Neptune that usually requires little more study than a quick eeny-meeny-miny-moe 

between the top two in the betting. 

 

This year’s top two are the unbeaten pair Neon Wolf and Finian’s Oscar. The formbook doesn’t give us 

much help here as neither has been seriously tested, nor have they had much by way of substantial 

opposition. That leaves us judging on stable reputation (both stellar) and pure visuals. Well both look 

outstanding horses. I was particularly impressed with Neon Wolf’s win at Haydock, that was a truly run 

race and he took it up a long way out – his hurdling over the last three in particular, was breath-taking, 

which will be important here where the last three hurdles can seriously disrupt the gallop. His trainer Fry 

has been slow to commit to a target, but the market is speaking strongly for this race now, and he is 

very much the “moe” from the market leaders. 

 

Finian’s Oscar is a similarly talented looking beast, and has easily won all his outings. He is also well 

regarded in a yard which now knows what a good horse looks like, with several of the best in training 

housed there. He is clearly an impressive contender, however I have been less impressed with his 

hurdling at the business end of his races, and in a hot contest like this there will be no time to recover 

from a crucial late error.  That is just enough to put me off. 

 

The leading Irish contender is the often overlooked Bacardys. He was only the 4th most fancied of 

Willie’s runners when a good 3rd in the bumper here last year, and the lesser fancied of two Willie 
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runners when winning the Aintree bumper. Again, over hurdles last time when Willie went mob-handed 

for the Grade 1 Deloitte hurdle at Leopardstown, Bacardys was only 5th fancied of the Willie team but 

still came through to win. I can only speculate that he doesn’t show much on the home gallops! In all 

those big races there were stages when he looked like he was flat out and going nowhere only to stay on 

in the final stages. This longer track should suit him so long as he doesn’t let the classy ones get away 

from him on the downhill.  A big contender. 

 

There is a small chance of Ballyandy running here and he has obviously close form tie ins with Bacardys.  

He is an opposite type as he tends to go very well through a race but looks a little one pace at the end. 

You could be tempted into thinking the longer trip would help, but I thought it didn’t suit when behind 

Messire des Obeaux at Sandown, and his run in the Betfair suggests to me that two miles is his trip. 

 

Messire des Obeaux was a gritty winner at Sandown, and I wouldn’t be overly concerned by his surprise 

defeat at Huntingdon which would not have played into his strengths. He was probably finding it all a bit 

too quick when 7th in the Fred Winter last year off a mark of 132. But that would have to plant some 

seeds of doubt about both the suitability of the track and the requisite level of class to win a Neptune. 

 

Willoughby Court is a chaser in the making.  He stayed on well to win his last two and was a respectable 

5th behind Bacardys in the Aintree bumper. I look at him and I don’t immediately think Cheltenham, 

maybe Haydock or Newbury, and fences, he has a long stride which I tend to prefer on flat tracks. This 

New course is both undulating and on the turn a lot – I’m not so sure it will suit so I will be watching him 

for course effectiveness. If he runs well here, then he goes in the notebook for the 2018 RSA!! 

 

Beyond Conceit looks nothing like a Neptune winner as an 8-year old ex flat horse coming back from a 4 

year absence this season. I can’t argue with his runs at Newbury and Ascot, but if he were to beat this 

lot around here then it would be a seismic shift in recent national hunt trends. 

 

If there is an interesting outsider it could be last year’s bumper runner-up Battleford. He was 33/1 that 

day but improved enormously given festival conditions. And he repeated that good run at Aintree. On 

those runs he should be close to Bacardys, however it hasn’t gone quite so well this season. That said, 

this will be the first time he gets his conditions again. He is very low in the handicap--and indeed would 

be a handicap snip--but so low is his rating he is not guaranteed a handicap run. Hence, he may have to 

run here or the Albert Bartlett just to get a festival run. It could be an interesting each way move. 

 

Eeny-Meeny-Miny-Moe….I have this between Neon Wolf and Bacardys. In the end, it boils down to gut 

feel based on visual impression, and in that regard NEON WOLF comes out best. The odds are tight 

enough so I will wait until the day and hope for something close to 3/1. If he ends up running here I 

would have a small each way on BATTLEFORD. 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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WED:  Race 2 - The RSA Novice Chase. 3 miles  
  

Selected Current Odds: 3 Might Bite, 8 Alpha des Obeaux, 10 American 

The RSA is the novice version of the Gold Cup. However, while two types of horses tend to win Gold 

Cups, the doughty stayer (Denman, Bobs Worth) and the classy jumper (Best Mate, Kauto Star), it’s just 

the doughty stayers who need apply for the novice equivalent. Looking back at the last 10 runnings of 

this race only one winner (Alberta’s Run) ever won a chase subsequently at a distance below three miles 

– and five of the winners never won again, showing the attritional nature of this race. 

 

The warm favourite is Might Bite. His standout piece of form was a near runaway victory in the big 

novice chase at Kempton on Boxing Day. That was remarkable as he was set to thrash a decent horse in 

Royal Vacation until falling at the last when clear. He was three seconds faster (about 12 lengths) than 

Thistlecrack was to the same point in that afternoon’s King George over the same course and distance. 

The visual impression and the stopwatch have combined to catapult him to the top of the market, 

especially after a confidence boosting easy win at Doncaster last time. I have reservations about 

comparative race times as tactics can hugely influence race speeds – indeed anyone placing reliance on 

measuring through Might Bite to Thistlecrack and Cue Card need to consider that Royal Vacation, the 

lucky beneficiary of Might Bite’s tumble, would on race times have jumped the last alongside 

Thistlecrack. And much as some may want to believe Might Bite is the second coming, nobody thinks 

Royal Vacation is the next Thistlecrack. To add to the mix, Might Bite has had three cracks at 

Cheltenham, edging home in a weak five runner novice hurdle before two well beaten runs (the only 

such on his cv) in a novice chase and a handicap hurdle. For all that this horse impresses me, it is not at 

this course, and that is a problem given the cramped odds. Personally, if you are a Might Bite fan, I’d 

wait until he disappoints in this race and then immediately back him for the King George next Christmas. 

 

Alpha des Obeaux was the only horse to give Thistlecrack any kind of race over hurdles last season. That 

proven course form and stamina made him the obvious starting point in looking for an RSA winner this 

season. His position near the head of the market may have more to do with that preconception than his 

subsequent chasing efforts. Whilst he jumps well, he has suffered two bad defeats in his last runs, the 

last of which was particularly worrying as he had a very bad burst blood vessel that caused him to pull 

up. This can go one of two ways, occasionally a first burst allows the trainer to medicate (legal if cleared 

from blood by race day) and it resolves the problem which may have been undermining performance for 

some time. More often though this is a recurring issue which dogs a horse’s performance and leaves 

punters unsure when or if it will repeat. There is no finer trainer to get one right for the big day than 

Mouse Morris, but he is significantly shorter in the market than he should be. 

 

Looking for a clean jumping strong stayer brings us to Harry Fry’s American. This horse has been a real 

eyecatcher over fences in his two runs at Exeter and Warwick. At Exeter, he jumped well around a huge 

galloping course (one of the biggest in racing) and ground out a good win over a decent horse whilst 

always looking to me that he would prefer a left handed track. He got that next time at Warwick where 

he won a decent little race again by jumping spectacularly well. He beat the useful Champers on Ice by 
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over four lengths, an advantage entirely gained in the air. I could see this horse running really well from 

near the front of the race, the big proviso being that his trainer is unwilling to risk him early in his career 

unless he gets his favoured soft ground. That makes it simple enough – if he runs back him as his trainer 

is cautious and that would be a real vote of confidence. Nothing in this field is likely to jump better. 

 

Bellshill is 10-1, but he ran terribly last time at Leopardstown. I was there that day, and it was bitterly 

cold and wet so I would forgive anyone for having a bit of a sulk. But this horse really was disappointing 

before a tired fall at the last. He had great form coming into the last two Festivals and was beaten 16 

lengths and 32 lengths. Willie can work miracles, but the odds here really don’t reflect the course and 

form issues this horse has to turn around, and he certainly showed little sign of being on the right track 

when falling at the first in the traditional Leopardstown schooling sessions. 

 

Edwulf may be the better Irish challenge at a price. He was particularly impressive last time under a big 

weight in a handicap, and although touted for the four mile chase, the late injury to fellow JP-owned 

Coney Island (who would have been a big fancy for this) makes a switch here quite possible. His jumping 

has been a bit patchy, and I would be worried about taking a single digit price, but if the value holds at 

or around double figures, then this improving type could be interesting.  

 

Whisper is an unusual challenger as a 9-year old (the last 10 winners were nine 7-year-olds and one at 

6). There is a temptation to write him off as he seems to have been around since Night Nurse, but he has 

always been a Grade 1 horse at his best. He has winning form at three miles and some fine Festival form 

in the past. You can’t help but think that had trainer Henderson considered this horse a chasing star in 

the making he would have remembered long before now. It feels like an afterthought, but there is no 

doubting the horse’s class. You can’t rule him out, although again the price feels a bit short. 

 

Our Kaempfer looks like spurning the handicap route in favour of this race. He ran an excellent 5th in the 

Pertemps last year, and after an average start to his chasing career turned it on in style last time when 

romping home at Kempton. He still has something to find to win an average RSA, but with concerns 

about those heading the market, he offers the kind of sporting price that gives each way options. 

 

Royal Vacation was lucky behind Might Bite, but showed that was no fluke when running away with a 

race here in January. He may be under the radar given the role of luck in his form, but he has proven 

track form and he also stays well. I remember putting him up as an interesting sort when he contested 

the bumper here years ago, so I have had a watchful eye on him since. He should make a shortlist. 

 

I don’t much like the head of the market. AMERICAN jumps for fun and should be worth a bet if 

running - which by definition should mean he has suitable ground. In his absence, OUR 

KAEMPFER looks overpriced, and should run a big race.  

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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WED:  Race 3 - The Coral Cup Handicap Hurdle - 2 1/2 miles  
  
Selected Current Odds: 10 Automated, 12 Consul de Thaix, 16 Runfordave 
 
It’s time for the Coral Cup - the riddle, wrapped in a mystery, inside an enigma.  Winston Churchill may 

have been talking about Donald Trump, or Russia, or both (allegedly) but he also succinctly described 

the puzzle that is the 28 runner Coral Cup.  This is a deceptively dispiriting challenge until you realise 

that getting the winner about once a decade is beating par. Over the last 10 years the winner has been 

rated between 128 and 153, aged between 5 and 9, and started between 7-1 and 33-1. So apart from 

eliminating the favourite (only two have placed in 10 years) that does nothing to narrow the field. 

 

One of the favourites this year is Modus, who placed in a Bumper (a memorable each way return) 

before being bought by JP and switched in time to Paul Nicholls. He was well beaten in the County 

Hurdle off a mark of 139 last year and comes here off 156, mainly courtesy of a very easy win in a strong 

handicap at Ascot last time. However visually impressive that run was, to win this off 156 suggest you 

need to be capable of rating in the low 160s, and I just can’t see this horse scaling those heights. I may 

be wrong, but I would be surprised if he is able to give weight all round here. 

 

Bookies and punters alike are always on the lookout for Gordon Elliott’s horses in these big handicaps. 

He is having a career best season in Ireland this year and confuses us all with a stack of entries in this 

race. If the market is right then first choice is Automated, who finally came good last time to end a run 

of frustrating defeats. He often travels well in his races, an important asset in a strongly run race like 

this, but I do wonder a little bit about his finishing effort. Elliott did win this race with a horse who barely 

broke sweat (Carlito Brigante), but usually it's won in a close fight. I just doubt whether this horse will be 

suited to that. 

 

Elliott has two horses from the same ownership, The Storyteller and Runfordave. The Storyteller could 

be very well handicapped, but the rumour is that he has been laid out for the Martin Pipe hurdle, named 

after Elliott’s former boss and mentor. Should he turn up here then that is a hint worth taking. 

Runfordave is very interesting as he contests his first handicap race – just such a tactic flummoxed the 

handicapper with Aux Ptit Soins in this race two years ago. Runfordave’s novice form looks quite useful, 

and his third at grade 2 level last time looks well worth his mark of 140. I could see him developing into a 

bit of a gamble. 

 

Consul de Thaix has seen the backside of Brain Power its last two runs, which by the time this race is run 

we will know more a lot more about, especially if the latter has become Champion Hurdler. Those two 

good handicap runs do allow the handicapper to take this one’s measure – perhaps improvement for 

the step up the 2m4f would help.  He was soundly held in a Triumph Hurdle and I don’t know if he has 

hidden enough to come through and take this. 

 

Peregrine Run has made relentless improvement for a horse beaten off a mark of 109 last May. He has 

been on a winning streak that puts him in here off 142. The streak came to an end in unsuitable mud at 
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Warwick last time, but he can be expected to be a lot better than that run reunited with the conditions 

here that saw him beat the promising Wholestone earlier in the year. He looks the sort who could be 

well suited by the running style of a big handicap like this, and it will be interesting to see if connections 

agree and aim him here over some of the novice championship events. 

Air Horse One is on a winning streak also, and was a cosy winner last time off 132 at Ascot. He is 8lbs 

higher here and in a better race, but he is obviously improving and could get in off a nice low weight. 

Whether he quite has enough class I am not sure. 

 

Two runners coming from the Irish conditions race world which yielded previous winners like Ninetieth 

Minute and Sky’s The Limit are Supasundae and Renneti.  Supasundae ran well in the Supreme last year, 

and that was a hot race in retrospect. He gets in here off a mark of 148, and this long striding horse 

could well improve for dropping into handicap grade. However, I prefer the roguish charm of Willie 

Mullins’ Renneti should he make the journey. This horse has a mind of its own, has refused to race and 

often gives trouble at the start, conceding lots of ground. Frustratingly there are glimpses of the class he 

has too, and even off 149 he can be given a chance here. Obviously, he has to start at the same time as 

all the others, and that will be a challenge, but if he does get away then this big field and strong pace 

should suit him ideally. Expect him to ridden near the back (either on purpose or not), and travel well 

down the hill. What he does from there not even Renneti knows. 

 

Some horses repeatedly run well at the Festival, and one that catches my eye here is the 2014 Fred 

Winter winner Hawk High. He won that day off a mark of 132 and can run here off a reasonable 140. 

Now three years have passed since then, but not a lot has happened for Hawk High who has not been a 

regular visitor to the course. He did though make it into last year’s County hurdle, where he ran a tidy 

race staying on for 9th off 143. A satisfactory reappearance run at Doncaster furthered the view of last 

year’s County hurdle that the horse may be suited by a step up in trip. He is certainly a live outsider at 

huge odds. 

 

As always, a very tricky race. Of those near the front of the market I think the choice of The Storyteller 

and Runfordave will be interesting. I think we will see RUNFORDAVE here and first time in a 

handicap he could be very well in. The each way money will be torn between Renneti and Hawk High, 

and its only Renneti’s reluctance to race that is enough to favour HAWK HIGH. 

 
 
For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 
please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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WED:  Race 4 - The Champion Chase - 2 miles  

Selected Current Odds:  2-7 Douvan, 8 Fox Norton, 20 Gods Own 

Well, this won’t take long….Champions Chases wax and wane with a mix of iconic generational clashes, 

uncompetitive coronations and the occasionally dire renewal. This year is firmly in the coronation camp. 

 

The outstanding candidate is Douvan, winner at two preceding Festivals, unbeaten in Willie Mullins’ 

care, and barely even challenged throughout that time. He is a ridiculously short price, but that has to be 

in part because if you are challenged to think of a way in which he loses this race, the one thing that 

certainly doesn’t crop up is that another horse entered is better. That isn’t remotely true. All we are left 

with by way of risk is jumping error, for which he has offered no precedent; some form of race upset like 

being carried out or brought down, which is unlikely considering he will probably run very close to the 

front; or some undetected illness where he runs well below par.  These are all clutching at straws for the 

bookies. The horse will probably go off at 1/4, which equates to a 20% chance of him being beaten – and 

quite frankly I would say 10% would be an overstatement. Arguably he is a value bet! 

 

Fox Norton is next best at around 8/1. That is a terrible price. He may well be the next best, but he was 

trounced by the novice Altior last time and I think his price is a function of each way mathematics. So 

poor is this field, that it is hard to see Fox Norton finishing 4th or worse. Given that bookies are tied into 

offering either 1/4 or 1/5 the odds for a 1-2-3 finish, they simply cannot afford to price Fox Norton 

based on a true win odds (I’d say 16-1) as the place fraction would then be as big as 4/1, offering a 6/4 

combined package taking into account the lost win bet portion. At 8/1, the place odds are no better 

than 2/1, which combines to 1/2 with the lost win bet portion and a more practical expression of Fox 

Norton’s place chances. In essence, there is no value at 8/1, and even if you think he is a stone-cold 

certainty to place, then you may do better in a betting without Douvan market. 

 

Of those at longer odds, Sire de Grugy won one of the dire renewals of this race and is a lesser horse 

now. Gods Own and Special Tiara have been there and done that chasing home better horses over 

course and distance at previous festivals. Special Tiara tends to come good in the Spring, but will have to 

having been anything but Special since a good third in this last year. Gods Own was further behind last 

year, but has been the more consistent since and should run his race. 

 

I am not saying it’s a weak field but I am beginning to wish we hadn’t sold our horse Polstar (rated 116 

over hurdles) as he’d have had place prospects!! (We sold him to the US for £5k, where he promptly 

won the Pennsylvania Cup two weeks later for $20k, hmmm…). 

 

DOUVAN wins of course. Gods Own probably offers the best marginal each way value at 20/1 or 

better. 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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Wed:  Race 5 Glenfarclas Cross Country Chase - 4 miles - cross country  

Selected Current Odds: 9-4 Cantlow, 6 Cause of Causes, 8 Auvergnat, Urgent de Gregaine 
 
And now, an opportunity to get to the bar, the bathrooms and have a quick power nap (Pete can usually 

slip in a quick 40 winks even between fences). It's the labyrinthine, endless, and not-at-all-captivating 

annual chaos that is the cross-country race. This race is much like the Krypton Factor as the horses 

endure a series of bizarre challenges (death slide, cargo netting, hoof-over-hoof overhead bars etc), to 

determine the order over the third last. At which point one of them simply sprints home faster, like the 

contestant who knew all the general knowledge and rendered pretty everything before it pointless. 
 

That said, what was always a kindly betting opportunity has been made even more punter-friendly by 

being turned from a handicap to a level weights championship event.  This allows me to test my long-

held belief that this race is almost weights independent. The slow pace race making the aptitude for the 

unusual obstacles and end of pace speed essential, and the weight being carried a modest factor. 
 

Take Any Currency for example. He returns to kind of defend his title (he won last year but was 

disqualified a few months later for traces of dodgy hay in the system, I know a few racegoers who would 

fail the same test!). He won this last year off a nominal rating of 157 (it was level weights) compared to 

being runner up two years previously off 132.  A strict reading would suggest he improved by 25lbs 

between the ages of 11 and 13, but that’s clearly nonsense. A better reading would be that he is one of 

the best cross country horses whether carrying 10 stone or 11st 10lb. He showed his first signs of life 

this year when 3rd last time, but that still leaves him over 20 lengths to find.  He will run his best race of 

the year I am sure, but at 14 it would be a Federer style veteran victory. 

 

The point of weights is essential to interpreting the main trial for this race which is run over course and 

distance, but as a handicap. The runner up that day under a big weight was my pick for this last year, 

Cantlow. Last year, it transpired, was part of a continuing professional education, and treated with the 

careless indifference that term inspires. This year he has been the real deal, and that handicap run gives 

him outstanding claims here given he is 15lbs better off for three lengths with the winner. But wait, if I 

don’t think weight matters then he should probably be runner up again. Maybe not, the winner that day 

was showing freakily improved form that is yet unproven as being anything other than a one-off.  

 

The winner, Urgent de Gregaine, sauntered around this course and arrived at the home bend as though 

he had only just joined in. He won his race nicely by quickening past Cantlow and despite the big turn 

around in the weights I would not be surprised if he were to win again.  

 

One who looks likely to turn up is Cause of Causes, giving me a chance to tip him for four years in 

succession (I don’t think I even managed that with the old rogue Moon Over Miami. That said Causes 

still has some way to go to catch my 18 years of backing Sergio Garcia in the Open…). This horse has 

been a star, just touched off in the Kim Muir in 2014, he won the 4 miler in 2015, and then back to win 

the Kim Muir last year. Since then he has a typically low key campaign with a potential shot at the Grand 
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National in mind. That low key build up included finishing a fair old distance behind Urgent de Gregaine 

when having a first view of these obstacles. He quickly tailed off that day before staying on well after 

getting over the shock. I would expect him to do a lot better here, but I wonder if like Cantlow last year I 

may be a year too early to tip him for this, and that a run of successes starting next year may be the long 

term aim (he is from the same owner as Cantlow).  

 

Auvergnat completes the main McManus contenders. He was far from done with when falling here 

behind Urgent de Gregaine, and showed his ability when winning the often informative PP Hogan chase 

at Punchestown last time. He is a youngster in this field, aged seven, and one of the few entitled to 

improve. I was particularly impressed with his agility last time, and he should be quick over the various 

obstacles if he can avoid a fall – that’s the risk game, fast and low comes with dangers. I wouldn’t be 

surprised if he goes very close, and he should be a fixture in this race for the next six years or so. 
 

The horse second behind Auvergnat last time was Usuel Smurfer. This once very useful animal had been 

two years off the track before returning in point-to-points and his first taste of cross-country last time. It 

was a hard performance to assess – he showed a lot of ability and has only a little to find on Auvergnat. 

At the same time, his jumping was far from nimble, his big galloping stride making the corrections 

needed for the inconsistent array of obstacles sometimes quite clumsy. He briefly lost touch with the 

leaders until the course entered the more regulation hurdle and fence combination near the end when 

his class showed through and he surged up to second. If that experience brings him on then he could 

reverse the form, which will surely be enough to put him in the picture. Cheltenham’s course though is 

crammed into the centre of the track and is all twists and turns, so I just wonder if he again will find the 

staccato rhythm undermining his obviously galloping ability. 
 

First Lieutenant is an old favourite, but probably more old than favourite on this occasion, whilst 

Sausalito Sunrise can be clumsy in a regulation race so I think could be all at seas if running here. A more 

obvious threat is Bless The Wings, who was bang there in last year’s race and at 12 is less liable to age-

based deterioration than Any Currency at 14. Arguably therefore he represents last year’s race in this 

renewal and there is no reason to think trainer Gordon Elliott won’t have him spot on. 
 

Cantlow is an obvious favourite but the cramped odds do not reflect, in my opinion, the strength of 

challenge he faces. Cause of Causes is an old favourite, I’ll probably be compelled to back him, but his 

price has collapsed too, and with reservation about how the race rhythm will suit there may be better 

value elsewhere. Bless the Wings is a good price as possibly the leader contender from last year’s race, 

while Usuel Smurfer would look big if we could trust him to have learned from his Punchestown obstacle 

race debut, which also flagged the chances of youngster Auvergnat. In the end, I have to trust my theory 

that in this race, suitability matters more than ability, so if URGENT DE GREGAINE does make the 

journey then I will trust him to defy the weight turn around with a repeat of his fluent December win. In 

his absence, the value probably lies with BLESS THE WINGS. 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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WED:  Race 6 The Fred Winter Juvenile Novices Handicap Hurdle - 2 

miles  

Selected Current Odds: 8 Dreamcatching, 10 Domperignon Du Lys, Long Call 

The Fred Winter handicap hurdle is one of my betting highlights of the week. This is frankly ridiculous as 

a juvenile handicap hurdle should be the last place a serious punter is focussing their attention, but it 

comes to me as the centrepiece in the daft bet triumvirate that starts with the Cross Country and ends 

with the Bumper. 

 

This race has consistently thrown up winners from a certain ratings band, from 127 to 134, and nearly 

always towards the foot of the weights. I was quite dogmatic about this last year and bagged the winner 

in Diego du Charmil. That said, I would need to have been in blinkers and a hood not to spot that, but for 

last flight falls, the finish looked likely to be contest by two horse near the top of the weights. Add in to 

the mix the impact of a weak looking Triumph Hurdle, which has attracted a number of the horses who 

might otherwise have carried the big weights in this race, and I think we have the ingredients for a 

trend-buster. 

 

Clear handicap good thing here is Nicky Henderson’s Divin Bere. His first run in the country saw him 

battle past the very useful Master Blueyes. Were they to re-oppose here Divin Bere would be 

remarkably 15lbs better off due to the runner-up’s subsequent exploits. That is hugely generous and this 

fine-looking horse would be a big shout but for his trainer’s concerns that lumping top weight might 

make a tilt at the Triumph more attractive. If he runs then back him. 

 

Another with form tied into Master Blueeyes is the Tony Martin-trained Long Call. Now Tony is the kind 

of trainer who would have identified this target for Long Call before he even saw a hurdle. Some quiet 

runs in Ireland on mostly unsuitable soft ground are typical of the canny trainer’s preparations. He came 

over to Hereford and won with considerable ease even though again the ground was very soft, and then 

last time ran into a peak form Master Blueeyes going down by 18 lengths. That said, he travelled well 

that day and jockey Davy Russell was noticeably easy on him once it was clear the winner had his 

measure. Again, if they re-opposed, Long Call would be a massive 24lbs better off. I worry that he also 

will be near the top of the weights, but I suspect that better ground will see him improve significantly as 

a son of Authorised, and he is the sort that creep into this race under a quiet ride. 

 

Dreamcatching ought really to be the selection. He is trained by Nicholls, won last time, and is rated 131 

which is bang in the sweet-spot. I may be put off slightly him running far too keenly at Kempton when 

stuffed behind Charli Parcs. He was certainly better last time, although still quite free at times. The key 

will be whether a big field and a strong pace here may just help him settle better than ever before. I 

think he will need to if he is going to see out his race over this stiffer track. I am torn somewhat between 

my own dogma that dictates this horse wins, and a gut intuition that he may not look like the right sort. 

Plenty to ponder. 
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There are a few Irish horses lurking in the lower reaches of the handicap here. Both Linger and Zig Zag 

look like they have had this race in mind for some time. Of the two Linger looks the more progressive. 

However, if I fancy either of them then I must take a close look at Dodgybingo. Now I have accompanied 

my fabulous mother-in-law to some dodgy inner Dublin bingo in my time. If you ever want a sobering 

time measuring your reaction times and concentration levels against a room of blue-rinsed pensioners 

then you try the bingo. They were heads down and flying through the card before I could even find 

where to cross off a number – I was all at sea, it was all in code that made no sense (“dirty drawers – 34, 

ethel murphy – number 30, my toyboy – 58 etc etc ) – I never stood a chance of winning that Daniel 

O’Donnell calendar and the bag of Werther’s Originals. The equine Dodgybingo is a free-wheeling sort 

who could improve if the ground is not too soft. On a point of handicapping he looks very leniently 

treated against some of his Irish rivals, on a point of visuals I would have concerns about how he will go 

on the undulating and stiff course. Still he looks a huge price at “Barely Alive – 25”. 

 

One who definitely doesn’t want rain is the progressive Silver Streak. He defied a 20lb weight rise by 

storming home at Musselburgh recently on good ground. That race could hardly be more different to 

this – a flat speedy right handed track where most of the hurdles were removed due to low sun versus a 

left handed undulating stiffer track probably on softer ground. Nonetheless it is a beautiful sight 

sometimes to see a horse who is so obviously in the peak of form and that is exactly how he looked. If it 

gets soft he will probably avoid, but if its dries out a bit, then the 5lb penalty for winning last time in no 

way reflects the ease of his win, and he could just be a horse who sneaks right in at the foot of the 

weights while in flying form. 

 

A trickier renewal than normal, and one to be treated with some caution. I would have to back Divin 

Bere if he ran here, but in the expectation that he won’t and given I am not allowed to adopt the “Carol 

Vordeman” technique much-loved by my friend John (one from the top, one from the bottom and four 

from anywhere else), then I will stick to one from the bottom should SILVER STREAK sneak in. 

Rather than one from the top which would be Divin Bere, if running, or Long Call, I feel compelled to  

back DREAMCATCHING for all the reasons expounded here for years. 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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WED:  Race 7 - The Bumper - 2 miles FLAT  
 

Selected Current Odds: 3 Carter Mckay, 8 Western Ryder, 10 Cause Toujours, 12 Ballyward 

Willie Mullins now pretty much dominates most of the races at the festival. but when he was making his 

way, it was this race that made him his name.  Over the years, he has had fantastic success and it is rare 

for a year to go by in which he doesn't saddle a warm favourite.  That said, he rarely restricts himself to 

one runner, and some of his less fancied runners have often ended up coming out on top.  As Blackadder 

said "Am I jumping the gun, Baldrick, or are the words 'I have a cunning plan' marching with ill-deserved 

confidence in the direction of this conversation?". 

 

Carter McKay appears to be the Mullins lead contender. Named after George Kennedy’s ranch boss in 

Dallas, he has shown himself to be a fair bit more sprightly than his namesake in lassoing a couple of 

impressive wins at Leopardstown and Naas. His running style is uncomplicated, I would expect to see 

him near the front the whole way, and his win over 2m4f at Naas shows he will be unlikely to be 

daunted by the Cheltenham hill. If he were trained anywhere else he’d be twice the price, and that’s the 

Mullins tax punters have to face when fancying one of his hotpots. He deserves to be favourite, but 

around the 7/2 mark they are giving nothing away. Granted I think this looks like a weak year for the 

bumper, but still that’s awfully short. 

 

Willie’s massed ranks of contenders include two promising types in Ballyward and Next Destination. 

History tells us not to ignore the lesser fancied Mullins runners, and Ballyward in particular is 

reminiscent of a number of Willie’s past heroes. He really impressed me at Leopardstown whilst giving 

the impression that he will have learnt a lot from that. He could improve significantly on that, but strictly 

on the book it still leaves him within shouting distance of Carter McKay. So it could just be a race for 

who improves the most. I like Ballyward and he is very much on my short list. 

 

Next Destination needs to improve a lot from a narrow win in January. The second that day has been 

beaten since, and whilst you can’t rule out a better showing here, he looks like he has a lot more to do 

than his stablemates. 

 

I watched Someday grind it out at Leopardstown. That normally wouldn’t be good enough but I have 

great respect for Jessica Harrington’s festival runners. They often seem to run above themselves, and I 

could easily see this one making the frame at a decent price. 

 

Western Ryder comes here representing the form of a good Newbury bumper that is often a guide to 

this race.  He was second that day although time may tell that trying to give 21lbs to Daphne Du Clos 

was no disgrace.  This strong staying type comes from the Greatrex stable that has done well in recent 

festivals and I can see him running a very useful race - albeit I can't remember any horse triumphing in 

his race with a back history of defeat at Market Rasen. 
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At spectacular long odds is Irish Roe, who is unbeaten in three races. Admittedly they have been mostly 

in lower grade mares’ bumpers, but she does at least qualify as the only course and distance winner 

courtesy of a dead heat here in November. That form hasn’t worked out too well, but she did show a 

real aptitude for the course and she could outrun her odds in a race that resembles my wallet, wide-

open and lacking in much depth. 

 

I won’t put anyone off Carter McKay given this looks to be a weaker than normal Bumper. On visuals 

though I was taken by his stablemate BALLYWARD.  I’ll have a few pennies on the Tote on Irish Roe. 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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THURS:  Race 1 - The JLT Novices Chase - 2 1/2 miles  
 
Selected Current Odds:  6-4 Yorkhill, 4 Top Notch, 6 Disko 
 
I approach the Thursday of this year’s festival with a cautious air of optimism. Unusually for a 

notoriously difficult race-card I see a few top bets of the week shaping up. Also, Tanya’s sojourn to the 

Orient may break the trend for Thursday mornings, namely nursing savage hangovers from an all-night 

sing-a-long at The Beehive with Cork’s very own version of Oceans XI, whilst conducting the annual 

search to find Nick, usually starting at either the hospital or the Magistrate’s court. Alas Nick (I could just 

end the sentence here) will also be absent as he is in the States preparing for his emigration there later 

this year. Now forget your extreme vetting, if that gets through Homeland Security then there can’t be 

any vetting at all. My understanding is that approval is based on familial links (none), refugee status 

(that door’s closed and bolted anyhow), or economic value – the ability to bring valuable skills to the 

country (seriously, my sides are splitting…). So, stripped of our leading mischief-makers, maybe, just 

maybe we can be blessed with the happy congruence of a clear mind and a plan for finding 

winners…yep, something’s sure to go wrong… 

The JLT has benefitted enormously in recent years by a spate of high class two mile chasers in the Arkle, 

who have scared some of the best opposition up in distance to create what has become annually a 

cracking heat. This year Altior has prompted just the same two-mile evacuation. 

 

Leading the charge is the Mullins trained warm favourite Yorkhill. He dodged Altior, wisely, last year by 

skipping the Supreme and then handing out a cosy beating to Yanworth in the Neptune. He is pulling the 

same trick this year and clearly comes here as the most talented runner in the field. Cheltenham is rarely 

that easy though, and we only have the scant evidence of two chasing outings (this is where I tell Willie 

how to train horses and suggest a third run might have been helpful…). That evidence has shown us 

three things: one we already knew is that the horse is very classy; the two we didn’t is that he jumps 

often to his left, and looks like he is a guessing a bit at some of his jumps. At least the track will suit 

(expect him to be ridden up the inner), and these Mullins horses must get very well-schooled as they so 

often give their best jumping displays when it matters most. The odds are tight, but probably justified. 

It’s tempting to wade-in, I just fear the fences, and watching Yorkhill school at Leopardstown in 

preparation di absolutely nothing to allay those fears. 

 

Top Notch is ironically named for a horse about 10lbs below the best. He just got pipped (damnit) in a 

Triumph Hurdle two years ago and ran a solid 5th in the Champion Hurdle last year. He has progressed 

tidily over fences, narrowly beaten first time out but showing progress in comprehensively reversing 

form with the second that day last time over Sandown’s tricky fences. In many ways he is the ying to 

Yorkhill’s yang, we know just how good he is (decent but not spectacular) but we also know he will run 

to every pound of his ability, will jump very fluently and will be very hard to keep out of the frame.  

Placepot banker. 

 

I was there to see Disko win at Leopardstown in February. Gladly Tanya was there and we backed the 

horse in honour of her legendary performance as a teenager at the All-Ireland Junior disco dancing 
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finals. (Seriously, the more I get to know Ireland the more I realise Father Ted was basically a 

documentary). Disko the horse certainly knows a few moves as he has really upped his game over 

fences. He is a joy for any form guide as we know he will put a shape to the race with a bold jumping 

front running display that will certainly test the favourite’s credentials over the obstacles. He is a lean 

looking grey horse in blinkers, and whilst he looks like he should be running from trap 2 at Crayford, he 

is deceptively classy. 

 

Politilogue comes here as possibly the Nicholls yard best chance in a championship event. He is certainly 

a decent contender and comes from a sire with a great Cheltenham record. That said he was a well 

beaten 20th off a hurdles mark of 142 at last year’s meeting, and although he has progressed over 

jumps, he failed to give the 142 rated Waiting Patiently 3lbs at Haydock. The handicapper has assessed 

that as improvement from the winner and both horses are now rated in the low 150s, pretty much a 

match for Top Notch and Disko. I’m not sure I have seen enough, certainly not at this course, nor away 

from it, to be backing Politilogue at similar odds to those two. I think he is several points too short. 

 

Waiting Patiently must have a chance on that Politilogue form and is much more fairly priced at 20s. He 

has other options and could even wait for Aintree. I think this race is a bit too much of a step up at this 

stage, but it will be interesting to see if connections agree. 

 

Charbel has a verdict over Top Notch and ran an excellent 5th in the Supreme last year behind Altior. He 

may just chase that one home again in the Arkle rather than run here.  If he did run here I think he will 

be very popular, but I would treat with a little caution. His sire Ifraaj was a miler and to be fair hasn’t 

been targeted for jumping offspring – even so, Charbel is already rated 20lbs higher than any other Ifraaj 

jumper, suggesting it’s not a well proven line. Additionally, of the 104 runs from Ifraaj’s top ten rated 

jumpers, only 29 of them have been at a distance of 2m4f or greater, yielding one win. As mentioned, 

Charbel is a freak amongst his relatives, nonetheless this will be an unforgiving test over the New Course 

with Disko setting the pace, and I think he may struggle to climb the hill. 

 

Whisper can be easily overlooked as he seems to have been around since Arkle, but he has always been 

classy in his day at exactly this trip. He was rated 165 when running in the World Hurdle here last year, 

by far the highest rating of these horses outside of Yorkhill. I am not sure he is a chasing natural at age 9 

(a bit of a careless Whisper…), but given good ground he could get in the mix. 

 

Tempting as it is to lump on Yorkhill, I fear it may end in a catastrophic error. Top Notch is a proper solid 

professional who is sure to run well, but I just can’t resist a DISKO, and I think he could be given a bold 

front-running ride that a field of novices could just find too much to claw back.  

Altogether, “ D-I-S-K(?)-O…” 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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THURS:  Race 2 - The Pertemps Handicap Hurdle - 3 miles  
 
Selected Current Odds:  7 Tobefair, 8 Presenting Percy,  
 
I live in a world where even amongst racing fanatics I can be viewed as Cheltenham obsessive. So 

naturally in the wider world of racing-ignorant muggles the build up to the Festival is entirely filled with 

people politely asking what my best bet for Cheltenham is. I don’t mind so much as I have 28 races to 

pick from and if you are going to get judged on an occasional single tip, better that it be your best of 28 

than the other annual ritual of what wins the National. This year when asked if I have a banker for the 

week I have, to paraphrase Doris Day, answered “Pertemps.. pertemps.. pertemps..”.  Well my secret 

love is no secret anymore, for the Pertemps arrives and with it a great chance to shout one home. 
 

It is a wonderful Cheltenham experience to stand up and open the lungs and shout home a winner up 

the hill. It is though not always easy to shout for the horse, screaming Altior or Ivanovich Gorbatov is not 

that appealing and often the jockey gets a shout of “come on Ruby" instead, but when the horse has a 

great name for shouting then bring it on. So, as they climb the hill in the Pertemps, if you see someone 

insanely screaming “Come on Percy," then you’ll know where to find me. 
 

Yes, the fabulously alliterative Presenting Percy is perfect for the Pertemps. Sometimes things can look 

too obvious and sometimes they just are. This horse comes here representing the same small Irish yard 

that won this race last year with Mall Dini, and he has followed a carbon copy preparation. He was a nice 

5th in the Leopardstown qualifier, followed up with a tidy 4th at Punchestown, and then won last time 

at Fairyhouse with Davy Russell trying his utmost not too win by too far. I think the keys to Percy’s 

chances are his running style and his progression. He hasn’t had many races, just six over hurdles, and I 

think he is progressing fast at the relatively young age of six. This helps him keep ahead of the 

handicapper, which is just as well as his good form has not gone unnoticed in a mark of 146, which will 

leave him near the head of the weights.  His jockey and trainer seem dismissive of his chances given the 

weight rise, he is though a strapping sort who can easily carry weight. His racing style truly promises to 

match this race to perfection. He travels so well in his races, can be switched off, hurdles fluently and 

tends to arrive full of running. The Irish races he has contested, although big on numbers, have lacked 

the kind of pace associated with a Festival race, as such I don’t think Percy has been getting full credit 

for the ease and fluency of his style and has occasionally looked a little one paced when asked to 

quicken. In this event, his race style, married with a strong pace, should let him slice through the field 

under a patient Davy Russell and there will be no need to quicken at the death as the race pace will have 

dragged any sprint finishes from the field. He is simply tailor-made. 
 

The Punchestown race in which Percy was 4th was won by the Mullins-trained Isleofhopendreams, who 

also finished ahead of Percy at Leopardstown. The weights here give Percy a 2lb pull for a 4 length 

beating. That shouldn’t be enough, so will Willie’s horse confirm the form? Well his running style should 

also suit this race – I don’t think he is quite the perfect match that Percy is, but he should go well. That 

said he is a 10 year old with 11 hurdles runs. There are two ways to be well handicapped – get a low 

rating to start, or progress at a speed the handicapper cannot match – Willie’s horse is probably more of 

the former sort, whilst the progressive types tend to be the ones that prevail in the heat of Cheltenham. 
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That Punchestown race remains key as it throws up potentially the biggest danger in the form of Sutton 

Manor, runner up that day and a cosy winner since. He is slightly worse off with those from 

Punchestown, but as 6yo with six hurdle runs he is entitled to be as progressive as Percy. He could be 

the other big improver and is at a relatively attractive price, but I don’t see him having quite the level of 

class I expect to see from Percy here. 

 

Finally, the 3rd from Punchestown Oscar Sam is actually the best off of the lot, being about 7lbs better 

off even with Presenting Percy, who he beat on that occasion. He has been running well, but at eight he 

is probably a bit more exposed. He comes here 10lbs higher than when a well beaten 17th last year, and 

looks unlikely to repay the handicapper’s largesse. 

 

Before we take in the home team, a quick word for the Gordon Elliott-trained Jury Duty who had a long 

break after an easy Navan win before qualifying at the last possible opportunity with a distant 2nd in the 

Chepstow qualifier. That looked very much like the archetypal qualifying effort – just enough to get in 

here but not enough to earn more weight.  He is hard to assess, but I suspect the strongest Irish 

challengers are elsewhere. 

 

The leading home contender is the hugely progressive Tobefair, who has put up a winning run of seven 

handicaps, rising 62lbs in the process. I was quite taken by his last success at Newbury, where he kept 

pulling out more and may still have a few secrets from the handicapper. That said he is up another 9lbs 

here and this is by far his stiffest competition. He could run well, but I suspect the run will come to an 

end (mind you I though the same of Hunt Ball a few years ago…). 

 

Gayebury has been lumbered with weight for a good win last time and may need it really muddy to give 

of his best. Dadsintrouble won the usually informative Haydock qualifier and is entitled to run well, but 

with only 10 runners that race probably didn’t take the winning of previous years. 

 

My view of the prime domestic challenger is Golden Doyen who is only 3lbs higher than winning a ding-

dong battle in the qualifier over this course in October.  Kept fresh since, and away from the Winter 

muck, he should go very well for a trainer who can excel in these handicaps and was desperately unlucky 

not to win it last year. 

 

This race promises to be a delight to watch. Davy Russell will hold up PRESENTING PERCY in the 

rear half of the field where his big noseband will make him nice and easy to see, and just watch as it cuts 

through the field down the hill and Davy holds on and holds on before unleashing over the last hurdle. 

Ah the stuff of dreams, will it become reality? Well, que sera sera…..and if for any reason whatever will 

be turns out not to be Percy, then it’s probably because it was GOLDEN DOYEN, and he is far too 

overpriced and deserves a throwaway stake. 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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THURS:  Race 3 - The Ryanair Chase - 2 1/2 miles 

  

Selected Current Odds: 7-2 Un de Sceaux, 5 Empire of Dirt, 6 Uxizandre 
 
This race is kindly sponsored by Ryanair, and by extension the Michael O’Leary dynasty behind the army 

of Gigginstown Stud horses. Mr. O’Leary has made the news of late after a fit of pique in response to the 

framing of the Grand National weights. He has, of course, made a reputation from being outspoken, and 

is fully entitled, given the huge support he gives racing, to have his say. I think he was entirely wrong on 

this occasion, but couldn’t help but enjoy the irony of him complaining about being a couple of pounds 

overweight – welcome to Ryanair check-in Michael. 

  

The race also throws up the delightful prospect of Willie Mullins, from whom O’Leary moved all his 

horses at the start of the season in a reasonably opaque disagreement, saddling a warm favourite in 

pursuit of the O’Leary prize money, and in doing so potentially prevent the sponsor from finally winning 

his own money after many previously failed attempts. 

  

The horse saddled with that task is the highly rated Un de Sceaux. A previous Arkle winner, he was just 

found out by better ground when runner up to the mighty Sprinter Sacre in last year’s Champion Chase. 

He probably would have won an immediate rematch after the hill was turned soft by the tears of grown 

men weeping at the sight of the old warrior Sprinter rekindling the flame one last time. Me, I just had 

dust or something blow in my eye, repeatedly. Un de Sceaux won well here over two miles on soft 

ground in January, but steps up here both to avoid a repeat of last year’s one-paced effort at two miles, 

but also to avoid stablemate Douvan. Whilst I have never been much of a fan, I think that the price here 

is surprisingly generous for a Mullins hotpot. I guess we could ask a question about the trip – he has only 

run beyond two miles four times, all in France where race-pacing is distinctly different. He won the three 

of those run at this trip but failed to stay in one run at 3 miles. His stamina does looked capped, whether 

a strong run 2m5f on this stiff course will be enough to get to the end of his tether remains to be seen. 

  

O’Leary’s main hope seems to lie with Empire of Dirt. He left all but the ardent Johnny Cash fans feeling 

Hurt when improving out of all recognition to absolutely sluice home in the course and distance 

handicap at last year’s meeting at the advanced age of 9.  Since then he has shown that to be no fluke, 

winning under a welterweight at Navan before a staying on 3rd in the Irish Gold Cup. In a strongly run 

race, that stamina is sure to be a positive and he looks set to run a massive race here. He is a big scopey 

horse – I was impressed with him close-up at Leopardstown – and he could just be a very late bloomer. 

He was one of those at the centre of the National weights dispute, and perhaps the U.K. handicapper 

will have the last laugh if this fella trots up here. 

  

Uxizandre won this two years ago under a fired-up retirement-imminent front-running take-no-

prisoners ride from AP McCoy. The horse hadn’t seen the track since until chasing home Un de Sceaux 

on unsuitably soft ground and an unsuitably short two miles here in January. The dreaded “bounce” 

factor dictates that an outstanding comeback run from a long lay-off is routinely followed up by an 

under-par effort. Trainer Alan King will be looking to manage against that, and the horse has had two 
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months since that run – nonetheless it is a worrying factor. I think he is priced in here fairly on that 2015 

win and the January run, but I would worry about the bounce. If he does look to make all again then it 

gives Ruby a tricky tactical call on a front-running  favourite, it may help burn the fuel a bit too quickly. 

  

Josses Hill looks very short for a horse stuffed in this race last year. That might reflect an apparently 

good run in the King George, but I really don’t know how good that form was since Cue Card was clearly 

far from his best.  

  

Sub Lieutenant has ability, but should he run here it would be a festival debut aged 8.  His form is good 

enough to feature, but he has been fit and well in years gone by and if this test was likely to suit you 

would like to think connections would have given him a chance by now. 

  

If there are lively outsiders, they are more likely to be Black Hercules or Zabana. The first named won 

the JLT over course and distance last year. He has been pretty average since on softer ground and 

different distances, but reunited with his winning conditions here he could improve dramatically. He is 

tempting, although it is worth noting that three of the top four in the market for that JLT crashed out 

early, whilst the other, runner-up Bristol de Mai is possibly better on flatter tracks. 

  

Zabana was one of those to crash out – whipping around at the start and unseating his rider – giving him 

the dubious pleasure of becoming my fastest loser in my long Cheltenham career, no horse I backed 

having formally lost a race that quickly. His campaign since then has been mixed, and it was certainly a 

surprise to see him ridden prominently over three miles last time, and unsurprisingly failing to see it out. 

If he runs here it will be back to the conditions that saw him run a blinder in a Coral Cup and win a 

champion event at Punchestown.I’m not sure the market leaders here are quite vulnerable enough to 

back with confidence, but the odds are tempting. 

  

I think Un de Sceaux fans are getting a very decent price here as he is undoubtedly the best and fastest 

horse in this race. My concerns are the trip given a good gallop and to some extent the ground. I wasn’t 

too impressed with him on good ground last year and I am not wholly convinced that added distance 

compensates enough if the horse simply isn’t too happy with the surface. That said, I could just be 

fishing for weakness as I never was a big fan, and I do concede the price is tempting. However I am going 

to rely on this being run at a searching gallop and that will bring the added stamina of EMPIRE OF 

DIRT into play allowing him to land this for the sponsor.  

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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THURS:  Race 4 - The World Hurdle - 3 1/4 miles  

Selected Current Odds: 5-4 Unowhatimeanharry, 10 Shaneshill, Jezki, Cole Harden 
 

A change of sponsor and a change of race title means that fuddy-duddy old-timers like my friend the Kim 

Muir king Andy will finally be getting the race name right as it reverts back to the Stayers Hurdle…now if 

they could just get back to the Mildmay Of Flete, the Cathcart and the Gloucestershire Hurdle, Andy can 

happily sit back with his Marathon and packet of Opal Fruits and dream of Leeds United’s challenge for 

the First Division title (err, that last one might be true soon enough, better not tell Andy about the 

football league name changes…ignorance is bliss). 
 

The world and his wife, and my wife, knew Thistlecrack would win last year’s renewal, and it seems the 

same groundswell of consensus is building up behind this year’s hot favourite Unowhatimeanharry. He 

has put together a string of seven wins, including notably the Albert Bartlett over course and distance at 

last year’s festival and the number one trial for this the Cleeve hurdle again over course and distance in 

January. He has also won races at Newbury and Ascot that usually form the path to this race. He has 

won with apparent ease, and he essentially has little or nothing new to beat here. What could go 

wrong? Well, not a lot, he jumps well, goes on all ground, is a pretty uncomplicated ride and is tactically 

flexible. If I have a concern, and given the short price it’s always worth thinking of any flaws, it would be 

that the general impression conveyed of the ease of his wins has been a little inflated. He was a good 

workmanlike winner as a novice by just under two lengths, and in the Cleeve he was to my eyes 

comfortable in victory again by under two lengths, but I am not sure there was more than say three 

lengths of margin at a push – I think some observers viewing the jockey glancing around for dangers may 

have written up that win a little too impressively. He clearly deserves to be favourite, I think odds of 

around 5-4 are about right, he is the most likely winner. 
 

The second in the Cleeve was the 2015 winner of this race Cole Harden. He had fitness issues with a 

dodgy knee throughout last season and was below par in defence of this title. But an operation appears 

to have fixed that as he looks to be coming right back to his best in time for this year’s race. He ran a 

blinder in the Cleeve on ground that would have been much softer than he likes. Given reasonable 

Festival racing ground I could easily see him giving the gutsy hard-to-pass performance of 2015, and if 

that is anything like three lengths better than the Cleeve then he could just give the favourite a problem. 
 

The Irish challenge is strong on numbers without any one outstanding candidate. Jezki could run here 

rather than the Champion Hurdle. He would be in the Solwhit image of a grade 1 2mile hurdler stepping 

up later in life and after injury to contest a staying event.  It worked for him, and Jezki has been a very 

good 2-mile hurdler (champion in 2014) who we shouldn’t forget beat Hurricane Fly over 3 miles at 

Punchestown, so has form at the trip. At 9 years old, he has every right to be on the decline, but I would 

forgive his run in the mud behind the half decent Tombstone last time. With better ground and a strong 

pace to follow he can’t be discounted. 
 

Shaneshill is another who could improve for meeting better ground. He has been running consistently 

well in Irish staying hurdles, winning well last time. However his profile is annually studded with a career 
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best at the festival suggesting he is strongly suited to festival conditions. He has been 2nd in a bumper, 

2nd in a Supreme, and 2nd last year in the RSA, so is arguably due a win – either that or it shows that for 

all his consistency he is vulnerable against top class opposition. I fully expect him to run really well here 

where the pace set by Cole Harden should really suit in a way that those slowly run Irish bog races don’t. 

Another with a decent chance. 

 

Clondaw Warrior ran a good second to Vroum Vroum Mag at Leopardstown over Christmas. I was there 

that day and I thought Katy Walsh just allowed the winner first run off a slowly run race and couldn’t 

beg her back. Something similar happened under Ruby last time at Gowran when held by Shaneshill. 

Again the shape of the race could just suit this one more than those he’s been contesting. 

 

Snow Falcon has form with all of these and promised to stitch the U.K. and Irish form if only staying on 

his feet when falling three out at Newbury in the race won by Unowhatimeanharry. Snow Falcon was 

going well at that point, but it’s hard to say where he may have finished. Since then he ran a staying on 

3rd behind Vroum Vroum Mag and a staying on second behind Shaneshill. His 5th in the Neptune a 

couple of years ago was reasonable, but not conclusive proof or course suitability. Whilst I have always 

liked this horse he probably doesn’t have the substance to his claims of some of his countryfolk. 

 

Ballyoptic has chased home the favourite here a few times. He races prominently and is another to help 

ensure a good pace. His sloppy late hurdling is suited to this course, which is obstacle-light in the latter 

stages. But it is harder to find reasons for him to overturn the form and with a decent overseas 

challenge there will be plenty of competition for the frame. 

 

West Approach was well beaten in the novice event last year and retains novice status.  He is a half-

brother to Thistlecrack and rather like that one he has shown significant improvement as his career has 

progressed. He was particularly good last time under a patient Ruby ride when 3rd in the Cleeve. There 

is probably no reason to expect him to improve much further on that form for all that he is progressive. 

A sure sign will be his choice of target, as that Cleeve run would entitle him to go close in the Albert 

Bartlett if retuning for another bite of that cherry. If he runs here, then trainer Tizzard would be turning 

away from the low-hanging fruit (words which make me wince in recollection of Andy in his Y-fronts one 

festival morning…). If the horse does take on this event it is surely some indication of stable confidence 

in his continued progression. 

 

This race is either simple with Unowhatimeanharry, or quickly gets complicated if you oppose the 

market leader. He has rock solid credentials, but for me they are fully baked-in at those odds and I will 

chance an upset. Cole Harden could be very hard to pass and is each way gold dust, but for a selection I 

will risk festival regular SHANESHILL. If he can register his usual seasons-best at the venue then it 

might just be enough to see him land a well-earned gold medal to go with his three silvers. 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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THURS:  Race 5 - The Festival Plate - 2 1/2 miles  

Selected Current Odds: 6 Diamond Kind, 8 Starchitect, 12 Bouvreuil 

There is a certain type of nerdy monster hunter who spend years of their life in pursuit of something 

that doesn’t exist - Nessie, Yeti, Bigfoot, Donald Trump’s sense of humility. This is aimless. I, however, 

have spent years of my life in pursuit of something I know full well exists, the winner of the Festival 

Plate. That said, I may as well have been looking for Arsene Wenger’s defensive masterplan – for me it 

just isn’t there. 

 

Those twin titans of handicap jiggery-pokery, Messrs Elliott and Pipe, both try to help me this year by 

throwing two novices into the race that have been the subject of massive pre-Festival gambles. 

 

Elliott is targeting last year’s Coral Cup winner Diamond King at the race, and off a mark only fractionally 

higher than when a cosy winner last year, he has to have an outstanding chance. He has been plying his 

trade in small field novice events that wouldn’t suit ideally, but back under these conditions he has to be 

a force to be reckoned with. He is a neat horse, a star over hurdles, but I am not sure he has a lot of 

scope over a fence. I am sure he has plenty in hand, but whether he will burn some of that advantage 

keeping up with more athletic jumpers remains to be seen. 

 

Starchitect is the Pipe challenger, and he has won this race three times in recent years.  This is also a 

novice, but again one with excellent Festival experience, having been fourth in a Fred Winter and fifth in 

last year’s County Hurdle. He has form over this trip at Aintree over hurdles, but it would be a small 

concern of it came up soft. Under these conditions he could re-route to a two mile race. You can’t doubt 

the Pipe stable’s ability to get one right for these big races, they have often landed the gamble. There 

has to be another chance of that here. 

 

Bouvreuil has twice been place in festival handicaps, having come second in a Fred Winter and second in 

the novice handicap last year. He has run in the best 2m4f handicap chases this season but still comes 

here off a very workable mark, having been dropped a pound and is only 6lbs higher than last year. It’s 

worth noting that he beat Starchitect by three lengths in that Fred Winter and is 2lbs worse off here. Ok, 

that was two years ago and either or both horses could have improved, but Bouvreuil has significantly 

more chasing experience (7 runs) to the two favourites (3 each), and that has to be an advantage. I was 

really taken by how this horse jumped and travelled at last year’s meeting and in both the big handicaps 

there this Autumn where the soft ground would have sapped his finishing effort. On more regular 

festival ground here, and freshened up since those runs, I think he has an excellent chance of breaking 

his run of festival runner-up spots. 

 

Sizing Codelco had a palpable stamina failure when tried over 3m2f here in January. He ran well to 

around this distance and had previously run well behind useful novice Top Notch. He gets in off a low 

weight and has been touted by his strong yard as one of their best of the week  I think he has a bit to 

prove against ones worth more obvious chances. 
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I have spent several years on the Crapper, but so far it has yielded nothing. Thomas Crapper was second 

three years ago, and again two years ago – he looked well primed last year when missing the cut for too 

low a rating, and a similar fate may arise here. He showed his wellbeing when storming to a wide margin 

success just 10 days before the festival at Newbury. A 5lb penalty for that still leaves him needed a mass 

exodus of Biblical proportions if he is to make the cut, and whilst this race has cut up very badly in the 

past, it doesn’t look likely. If by some miracle he sneaks in at the foot of the weights then he would be a 

threat to all. 

 

One at longer odds of mild interest is past winner Ballynagour. He has been pulled up in his last three 

runs, which has seen his rating fall to 148, compared to a peak of 163.   He was one of the easiest 

winners of this race you’ll ever see off a mark of 140, he would have won with 148 that day – the 

problem for him, as for us all, is age. He is now 12, and that is too old to be winning a race as 

competitive as this. Another pulled-up is the likeliest outcome, but if the magicians at the Pipe yard have 

managed to rekindle old fires, and he gets good ground, then he could surprise at a huge price, well at 

least until he hits the hill. 

 

I could probably mention another 30 in this race without covering either the winner or the entire 

population of my friend John’s bets in the race. It could be another year of Nessie hunting, but if she 

does pop her head above water I am guessing she will be wearing a big noseband, trained by Paul 

Nicholls and called BOUVREIL. I would back Thomas Crapper, but suspect I won’t have to.   

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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THURS:  Race 6 - The Mares Novice Hurdle - 2 miles  

Selected Current Odds: 6-4 Lets Dance, 3 Airlie Beach, 100-1 Igiveashit 

Welcome to the most recent addition to the festival – the Mares Novice Hurdle. I was quick to malign 

this race on quality grounds when it was introduced last year (I accept the laudable breeding rationale). I 

may have to take things a bit easy after last year’s winner Limini is a live Champion Hurdle candidate!  

These races are essentially a Willie Mullins benefit. Since races were introduced at the meeting for 

mares only, the first was won by Donald McCain and the next have all been won by Willie. I wouldn’t be 

surprised if he starts lobbying for a mares-only Gold Cup. 
 

This year he brings the two market big guns. Let’s Dance will be putting on her red shoes and dancing 

the blues around Prestbury Park for the second year as a novice having run an excellent effort in last 

year’s Triumph Hurdle. With that experience behind her she has been a formidable novice in Ireland this 

year with a string of easy wins. I like her a lot, I think her Triumph run alone would be good enough to 

win here, but she seems to have improved since. I think she will be the choice of Ruby Walsh, and whilst 

she has her stable companion to beat, the opposition gets pretty shallow pretty quick after that one. A 

chance to exercise some tipping constraint by accepting that a short-priced favourite can be value. 
 

Airlee Beach is the main danger. She has free wheeled her way to a string of successes, including the 

Royal Bond novice hurdle. I’m not convinced how good that form is, and although she is unbeaten, her 

free-going style is likely to be challenged by other front runners and may stretch her stamina over this 

trip. She could obviously win, but I suspect Lets Dance has both a talent edge and a tactical edge. 
 

La Bague Au Roi looks like the leading home challenger, for what that’s worth. She was a tidy winner 

over Dusky Legend last time, and there shouldn’t be much between them at the revised weights. That is 

almost identical form to Collite Lass who has a similar verdict over Dusky Legend. Her subsequent 7l 

defeat to Vroum Vroum Mag is arguably a decent effort. 
 

Not sure how many people fancy Colin’s Sister, but you have to give her a good chance as she comes 

here off the back of a winning sequence. She though looks particularly adept in soft ground and I would 

worry that things may have dried up a bit too much for her here. 
 

One that could be overlooked is Dusky Legend. Sure, she is closely matched with the other English 

challengers, but that ignores her proven suitability to conditions, having run second to Limini in this last 

year.  I suspect she will be playing second or third fiddle to Willie’s again here, but she may be allowed 

off at silly each way odds. 
 

Let’s hope Willie says “run” and she runs for us (don’t say “hide” Willie) as LETS DANCE looks to have 

rock solid credentials. Dusky Legend could offer some value for each way punters. 

  

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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THURS:  Race 7- Kim Muir Handicap Chase - 3 1/4 miles - Amateurs  

Selected Current Odds: 8 Mall Dini, 10 The Crafty Butcher 

The Kim Muir Chase – a handicap for amateur riders - has somewhat surprisingly become the best friend 

for this guide, with a great run of success. I can only attribute this to years spent in the company of the 

Kim Muir King – my good friend Andy. He loves this race, and I have come to love it too as it has 

morphed into a punter-friendly heat from what used to be a chaotic amateur lottery. Andy will have 

been meticulous in his planning for this year’s race as always. The extent of his attention to detail was 

revealed when his good wife, in a rare and I expect not-to-be-repeated festival attendance last year, 

revelled in the chance to give us some stories. Our favourite being the sheer joy for Andy when recalling 

£2 spent on a parking fee, and hence finally reconciling his annual spreadsheet of categorised household 

spending to the bank statements. That may represent some serious control issues – but for us it 

underpins why Andy can be trusted to have examined every facet of this race. 

 

The reason I believe this race has become more punter friendly is the development, more than ever, of 

an elite echelon of amateur riders. Probably started with the sorely missed JT McNamara, the group of 

Nina Carberry, Katie Walsh, Derek O’Connor, and, in particular, the Codfather Jamie Codd are as good as 

most professionals. Not only do they exhibit great riding prowess, but this has also served to give them 

access to the best fancied horses. So much so, that the first act of assessing any amateur race may as 

well be to narrow it down to horses ridden by those jockeys. 

 

At this stage final bookings are not known, but there are three novices entered into this race, all of 

whom look to have outstanding claims. In an ideal world only one of them will run, under the Codd, and 

even if we have to accept a skinny 5-1, it will still represent a corking good bet. 

 

My prime choice for this would be the very well handicapped Singlefarmpayment. He has alternatives 

on Tuesday and Wednesday. I have a feeling he will run on Tuesday, but if he runs here then he has to 

have an amazing chance. He won a decent race over the course in December, and was still travelling 

well when unluckily brought down in a decent race here in January. His trainer is tempted to run him in 

a championship race, but a mark of 142 looks 10lbs too light and I think he will feel compelled to take a 

handicap. His running style is perfect for Festival racing and he has to be extremely hard to beat 

wherever he runs. 

 

A similar type is the Pipe-trained Champers On Ice. He also has a number of possible other 

engagements. I think he is very well handicapped also off 143, and was quietly impressive running on 

from the rear over a distance too short at Cheltenham last time.  He ran an excellent race in the Albert 

Bartlett last year.  It is hard to read connections intentions – I would like him under a pro jockey, but 

that would mean the handicap on Tuesday where they already have last year’s winner going for a 

repeat. If he runs here, the jockey booking will be eye-opening, as the Pipe yard frequently attract the 

top jockeys. 
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The one novice most likely to run in this race is last year’s Pertemps winner Mall Dini.  He has shown the 

same profile over fences as he did over hurdles. He has been running in novice events, frequently over 

too short a trip, and tending to finished one paced but in the frame. That was his characteristic over 

hurdles too until meeting the big field strong pace conditions of the festival where his strong travelling 

style brought him through to win. He has made a few jumping errors, so he will need a quality jockey up, 

but I would be surprised if those top Irish amateurs weren’t on the phone to the yard for weeks looking 

for the leg-up. He is rated just 2lbs higher than his Pertemps winning mark, and has a stand out chance. 

 

One very well handicapped runner is the Willie Mullins-trained The Crafty Butcher. He ran well to come 

second to the useful Noble Endeavour in a big handicap at Leopardstown over Christmas. He tipped up 

afterwards in a hurdle race at Punchestown, but that has acted to preserve his eye-catching handicap 

mark. So eye-catching in fact that he is so low he will have a nervous wait to see if he makes it into the 

race. In some ways, as long as Willie maintains the entry then there is a bit of a bet to nothing here as if 

he misses the cut that’s a money back situation, if he makes the cut then he surely goes off a short 

priced favourite. 

 

Southfield Royale look well in based on last year’s festival form with Minella Rocco and Native River. He 

was awful in his comeback at Doncaster, but if we can put that down to rustiness, then a mark of 141 

could be extremely generous. 

 

One at slightly longer odds is another novice Potters Legend. He has been very consistent all season, and 

I thought he ran very well over an inadequate 2m4f here in January. He stayed on well that day but still 

gets in here off a decent mark. If the leading fancies do go elsewhere, or even if they get ridiculously 

short in the market, then there could be some value in this honest type. 

 

Got to love the Kim Muir. SINGLEFARMPAYMENT is top of my list wherever he goes and that includes 

here. If he is absent, then MALL DINI has festival form which has to give him a big chance. In either 

outcome, POTTERS LEGEND is certainly worth some each way support. 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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FRI:  Race 1 The Triumph Hurdle - 2 miles for novices aged 4 years old  
 
Selected Current Odds: 9-4 Defi Du Seuil, 7 Mega Fortune, 8 Master Blueeyes 
 
Congratulations to all those making it to the Friday, both on the course after a gruelling three days and 

nights, and reading this guide (seriously you are gluttons for punishment and true festival fanatics). We 

will hopefully be looking forward to a great day’s racing, although that will depend a little on the world 

peace situation. My wife Tanya is due to have been in Korea for over 24 hours by now, and I am not sure 

how her attempts to get North and South to kiss and make up over a bottle of champagne will have 

been received. We will all be turning up at the pub in the morning looking like we have walked out of 

the Kim Yong-Un health spa, not a great look, but then not really a great man – our dog Rufus is certainly 

no fan – I certainly won’t be ordering the Pyongyang breakfast special.  

 

It's more than 25 festivals now in the company of my good friend Pete (and co-conspirator in our 

blogging adventure lapoftheodds.com) during which time we have developed a certain protocol for Pete 

reminiscent of Gremlins.  After midnight, do not: 1. Entrust Pete to safeguard any of your winnings; 2. 

Go anywhere that offers the opportunity to podium dance and most importantly 3. play Right Said 

Fred's "I'm too sexy for my shirt".  Visual irony aside, Pete's Cheltenham speciality is the off course 

treble that bubbles under through a day's racing.  This card has got a Defi Du Seuil – Death Duty – On 

The Fringe Pete special written all over it.  But will it last beyond the first? 

 

The Triumph Hurdle has admittedly become a lot easier to assess than in the pre-Fred Winter days (race, 

not jockey). This year the market seems pretty sure this will be won be Defi du Seul who is just 9/4. I 

believe this is what the youth of today might describe as “WTF !!”.  9/4, surely not. Well, he has won five 

in a row this season, including 3 bloodless wins over this course. In many ways, it is not the form of the 

race as the form of the horse, the physical form, as he is an outstanding big and strong horse for 4 years 

old. He’s like the huge kid who used to play in the under 12’s rugby – give him the ball and game over. 

The main problem, apart from the price (9/4...WTF !!), is that his hurdling has been sloppy, particularly 

late in races.  Fortunately, the make up of this course has very few hurdles in the last ¾ mile and that 

will play in his favour. He obviously deserves to be favourite and is a likely winner. 

 

I was very keen on Master Blueeyes for the Fred Winter when he went and sauntered home in the 

Adonis Hurdle at Kempton, so simultaneously blowing his handicap mark and propelling him up into this 

contest. It may be that he has shown seriously dramatic improvement in recent runs, or that he has 

contested weaker races, whichever, he has shone in his last two having previously fallen short of top 

level. I particularly like the ease with which this fella travels through his races, and I will be sadly 

disappointed if he is off the bridle anytime other than in the home straight. If the ground is decent, then 

his acceleration could be a formidable weapon against Defi’s relentless gallop, on soft then the favourite 

should easily assert. I like old Blueeyes, but only if its sunny. 

 

The bigger danger on soft ground is certainly the Irish trained Mega Fortune, who impressed me in the 

four minutes I dared to leave the panoramic restaurant at Leopardstown on a brutally cold day in 
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February. Apart from finding out he goes well in the driving sleet, we also saw him turn around previous 

form in the style of a progressive horse. He should be suited by softer ground and is the kind of gritty 

slugger who could bring it to the favourite here. 

 

I don’t know if we will see Charli Parcs after his crashing fall at Kempton last time.  There was some 

debate about how he would have fared against Master Blueeyes as Charli had just come back on the 

bridle after being rigorously ridden. It is hard to say, but it was certainly disappointing to see him 

struggle after he had looked so deeply impressive when giving Blueeyes a total thrashing at the same 

course over Christmas.  I have no doubts this is a seriously good horse, but I can’t be backing him off the 

Kempton run. 

 

Irish runners Bapuame, Meri Devie and Landofhopeandglory all have something to find with Mega 

Fortune on Leopardstown form, and I will be surprised if they find it here on a course which if anything 

should play further to the strengths of Mega Fortune. 

 

If there is a horse capable of an upset at longer odds then it might be Divin Bere, if trainer Henderson 

lives up the threat of running him here rather than off a big weight in the Fred Winter. This horse beat 

Master Blueeyes at Huntingdon on his first run for Henderson, battling back to win in a close finish 

giving the runner-up 4lbs. Off level weights here and with an uphill finish that should suit he is entitled 

on bare form to confirm that run. Of course, Master Blueeyes has run very well since, but if you expect 

him to finish ahead of Divin Bere then you have to buy in quite heavily to the improvement in Blueeyes, 

otherwise he should be held. 

 

WTF !! Can Defi really be that price for a Triumph. Quite possibly as he looks literally, head and 

shoulders above the rest. Try as I might to find value elsewhere, only Divin Bere each way makes any 

real appeal.  Reluctantly I have to say this is there for the taking for DEFI DU SEUIL. If he wins..well 

LMAO, emoji “laughing face” emoji “champagne bottle” emoji “sore head”.  Down with the kids…. 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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FRI:  Race 2 - The County Handicap Hurdle - 2 miles  
 
Selected Current Odds; 7 Tombstone, 8 North Hill Harvey, 12 Peace and Co 

This race has done me a lot of favours in the past – not least when Rooster Booster stormed home to 

win. It is also the source of much heartache, Hawadeth being irreparably engraved in my memory. Of all 

the races in the week, I don’t know why it feels this way, but to see your pick cruising through the field 

coming down the hill for the County has to be just about the best feeling. I have enjoyed that feeling five 

times since the turn of the century (21st century that is, I am not that old…), which may also contribute 

to my fondness for the race. Well happiness breeds success, so with unfounded optimism, here goes… 

All the rage in the ante-post market has been Gordon Elliott’s Tombstone. After all the shenanigans 

between O’Leary and the U.K. handicapper there was a somewhat coy tone in response to his 

handicapping of this horse, who has to be the only runner at the festival rated lower in the U.K. than in 

Ireland. This conspicuously lenient rating ties in very closely with last year’s Supreme Novices form, in 

which this horse finished a good fourth. The three ahead of him that day, Altior, Min and Buveau D’Air 

could all be viewed as top class animals, and we will know more about Altior and Buveau D’Air by the 

time this race is run. On the book, Tombstone’s mark here would put Buveau in on 153, Min 154 and 

Altior 161, which is respectively 4lb, 6lb and 9lb well in on their current marks. That can only be justified 

if those horses have improved more since than Tombstone, but he ran a blinder to beat former 

Champion Hurdler Jezki last time, so he is clearly improving too. I would say he may have as much as 

7lbs in hand and has to go well – the big question is whether there is something in here with even more 

in hand? 

North Hill Harvey is very well fancied to follow the exact path of last year’s winner for the same 

connections Superb Story. He is 8lbs higher than winning the Greatwood Hurdle here in November, 

always a good guide to this race, and could come close to shrugging off that raise if showing any 

improvement for the break since. That said, he was 10 lengths behind Tombstone in last year’s Supreme 

and races off the same level weights here, so his improvement would need to be quite marked to turn 

that around. 

Peace and Co is a fascinating runner here. He won the Triumph hurdle here exactly two years ago, 

beating the useful Top Notch. Last season though was a total write-off, starting the season off a mark of 

157 and as a genuine Champion Hurdle contender he ran with the choke out as if each race was a six 

furlong sprint. A disastrous three race campaign ended with him pulling up in the Champion Hurdle. He 

hasn’t been seen since. And yet, in the last few weeks, trainer Henderson has spoken of bringing back a 

reformed horse, relaxed, laid back and possibly capable of tapping into that back form.  He certainly 

looked well in a racecourse gallop at Kempton, and the handicapper may have taken a chance here by 

giving him a mark of just 144, a near stone below his best.  If the festival crowds buzz him up (earplugs 

Nicky…) then he may as well have a mark of 44 for all the good it does him, but if he is the new and 

relaxed Peace and Co then this mark is even more of a steal than Tombstone’s. 
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Mick Jazz was a horse I liked for the Fred Winter a few years back until injury intervened. A switch to the 

yard of Gordon Elliott has seen a distinct upturn in fortunes this year in Irish novice hurdles. This is very 

encouraging, as the one attribute I always liked in this horse was his high cruising speed, and that is 

most likely to be seen to maximum effect in a race like this. A mark of 143 looks workable and I would 

be surprised if he weren’t in the shake-up turning for home. 

Brelade is another Gordon Elliott-trained novice who like Mick Jazz will be setting the handicapper a 

poser here. He is a similar sort and has gained some useful experience this season. I can see him 

handling the hurly-burly of this race well and is worth watching in the market given the stable strength 

in the race. 

Dr. Richard Newland is a trainer who can improve the odd horse – he did wonderfully well with Coral 

Cup winner Burntoakboy – and he is pulling off some magic with Vosne Romanee, who looks to be 

improving fast. This one will be taking in the traditional effort at the Imperial Cup at Sandown on 

the Saturday before Cheltenham, which if won offers the winner a chance of a big cash bonus for 

following up in any race at Cheltenham. As always, I find this tricky to cater for in advance – on the one 

hand I do like this horse – on the other hand if my thoughts are confirmed at Sandown, then not only 

will the price halve, but a weight penalty will need to be carried for winning, and the horse will have to 

deal with two tough races in 5 days. Enough for me to say no. 

I am quite sweet on Song Light who was third in the Greatwood and fourth in the Betfair Hurdle at 

Newbury. He has only crept up the weights slightly for that 130-133-135, which whilst leaving him 

competitive, does mean he needs a fair number above him to drop out. If that happens and he squeezes 

into this field, then I can see that big handicap experience doing him proud. He is another who travels 

very sweetly and should be in contention on the run to the last. He may not hold as many secrets from 

the handicapper as some of these, but he is a much bigger price as a consequence. I will certainly 

support him in the event he gets in the race. 

Got to love the County Hurdle. I prefer Tombstone of the two at the top of the market. Short as he is at 

this stage I could see him going off half that price, especially if results go well for his form and his stable 

during the week, I would put no-one off. I will certainly back SONG LIGHT if he makes it into the 

field. But I can’t resist a story, and the potential turn around of PEACE AND CO is fascinating, and if 

true could leave him absolutely chucked in here. 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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FRI:  Race 3 The Albert Bartlett Novice Hurdle - 3m  

 
Selected Current Odds: 9-4 Death Duty, 6 West Approach, Wholestone 
 
Those not too familiar with racing often ask me if the Grand National winner will be off to stud now.  I 

delicately explain that jumping fences at racing speed requires brushing fast and low over stiff birch 

fences, and that leaving a horse fully endowed tends to lead (understandably) to somewhat safer, higher 

and slower jumps not suitable for racing.  Our dog Rufus has what in racing parlance can only be 

described as a "double handful", a matter of some embarrassment for Tanya but on which I reflect with 

the pride associated with fathers watching their sons far eclipse their own achievements.  

Unfortunately, the vet has stepped in and a gelding operation is imminent (for Rufus I hasten to clarify).  

We are holding back only to allow him one moment of glory - he's on a promise with a Shih Tzu called 

Krystal - and having witnessed the no-nonsense no-foreplay manner in which he assaulted a visitor’s Ugg 

boots, then I can safely say that his bet of the week should be in this race, in the form of Skipthecuddles 

 

The Albert Bartlett novices hurdle is like asking the junior-infants school-day race to be run over the full 

marathon distance. It is a brutal and gruelling race that might be better run as a relay, in fact the O'Leary 

Gigginstown team have so many potential runners they could probably run this as an 8x400m relay.  If 

they did, then the anchor leg is likely to be run by hot favourite Death Duty. 

 

This horse has looked superb in his runs this season. He is somewhat laboured with the tag of warm 

favourite in a race which has often undermined such horses. The reason is probably, and rightly, that no 

race is run under such gruelling conditions during the season – some are run over this trip, but not with 

the likely pace of this race. As such, we are all taking it on trust that horses impressive in different styles 

of races will be able to apply that talent here. Death Duty for example has never run over three miles, 

and for all his talent he has shown so far he is plenty short enough in the betting considering the longer 

trip. 

 

Wholestone has won twice over this trip and this course and has fewer things to prove.  He looks a 

capable battler and sets a standard. The favourite will certainly know he’s been in a race if he gets past 

Wholestone, the price however doesn’t really allow for each way betting and is short enough for a win. 

 

West Approach was well beaten in this race last year. He has improved enormously this year, in much 

the same vein as his half-brother Thistlecrack, yet retains his novice status. His last run, when a close 

third to Unowhatimeanharry and Cole Harden, is leagues above novice class. That said he has lost to 

Wholestone earlier in the year, so you need to buy the rapid improvement story. He is very interesting 

and you can be sure he will be ridden from well of the pace. 

 

If there is one in here who could produce a bit of a shock then I like the gritty Ami Desbois. He was 

beaten just a length by Wholestone earlier in the year but is now five times the price. This extreme test 
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could be just what he needs, and at each way odds he pays as much for a place as some of the fancied 

horses do for a win. 

 

A tricky race. I can’t back Death Duty at such a short price when he really isn’t proven at the trip. West 

Approach has appeal on his performances outside of novice company and I might just prefer him over 

Wholestone. But this isn’t a race to take a strong position on and I would prefer to chance an each way 

crack at AMIS DEBOIS. 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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FRI:  Race 4 - The Gold Cup Chase 3 1/4 miles  
  
Current Selected Odds: 3 Cue Card, 4 Native River, Djakadam 
 
The Cheltenham Gold Cup is a race I have learned to love. I got hooked on the Festival (just watch one 

race, try it, you can always stop whenever you want…) with the Champion Hurdle. I was mostly a hurdles 

man and my transition to loving the chasing races came first through the Champion Chase and the 

novice events, then the handicaps, then finally the main event. I could take it or leave it throughout the 

Dickenson first 5, “the Mare’s going to get up”, Dessie, the Carvill’s Hill affair, even Best Mate’s 3-in-a-

row. It was probably Denman’s defeat of Kauto Star that tipped the balance – then drinking from the 

Cup itself in the after-party of Imperial Commander’s win – then the passing-of-the-baton Gold Cup of 

Long Run. More recently, Coneygree’s muddy slog two years ago was stirring, whilst last year’s race was 

dramatic for the exit of the strong travelling and ever-popular Cue Card. Yep, I have progressed 

inevitably to the class-A team, and can’t wait for this year’s drama. Even though the race is shorn of Don 

Cossack, Thistlecrack and Vautour it still looks a cracking heat. 

 

There can be no better starting point than Cue Card. This 11 year old veteran is a Festival regular, with 

wins in the Bumper and the Ryanair, and looked to hold a winning chance when uncharacteristically 

falling at the 3rd last in last year’s Gold Cup.  He was certainly going well then. Can he make amends 

now, thousands of fans will be hoping he can. His form this year has included two deeply impressive 

wins at Ascot and Haydock and a very disappointing effort in the King George. Although he has won a 

King George, he has routinely been below his best there by varying degrees. This year’s effort was poor, 

but if we take his latest run at Ascot as a guide, and factor in his excellent track record then he must 

have a top chance. He is sprightly for an 11 year old, but he will be up against history. The last 10 year 

old to win was in 1998, and the last horse older than 10 to win did so in 1969. Cue Card has defied 

statistics regularly, but this is a mountain to climb. 

 

His stablemate is Native River, and he offers us a perplexing dilemma. On the formbook, he was only 

second in the 4-miler as a novice, and good though his win was in the Hennessey Gold Cup it was not 

Gold Cup form. His subsequent Welsh National win was off the same handicap mark, so offered us no 

new information other than the horse’s consistency. His last win at Newbury hinted at better, but may 

have been flattered by underperforming opponents. So, on the book, he can’t be considered as near 

favourite. However, to the eye he simply looks like a Gold Cup winner – everything he does screams 

suitability to this test. He is an uncomplicated ride, he will make the running, he jumps well and he is 

very tough. For all that he lacks class, for every Gold Cup won by class (Best Mate, Kauto Star) there are 

Gold Cups won by guts (Synchronised, Coneygree). Do we trust the eye or the book? 

 

Djakadam has finished second in two Gold Cups and yet he is still only the same age as Native River who 

is running in his first. This is a classy horse, and there was no disgrace in finishing second to Coneygree in 

gruelling conditions when only a 6 year old. Last year’s race seemed to put more of a cap on his ability 

and his chances here are determined by two questions: firstly is this year’s race weaker than last year, 

and hence is that form good enough to win here. Secondly, how much did an interrupted preparation 
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cost Djakadam last year compared with his faultless preparation this year. I would be inclined to think he 

could give a lifetime best performance here and that has to be good enough to go close. 

 

Sizing John has moved away from chasing Douvan’s backside for the best part of three years, and moved 

up to three miles with great effect when a tidy winner of the Irish Gold Cup. He has always looked a 

classy sort, however that Leopardstown test over a flat three miles is far less of a test of stamina than he 

is likely to get here. Lines of form through the Lexus Chase give him chances with the likes of Djakadam, 

but I would be cautious given the different nature of this race. Under the likely gruelling test laid down 

by Native River, I think there still has to be some doubt about this horse’s chances of seeing out the trip. 

 

Outlander has similar form to Sizing John and in many ways has the same questions to answer. He won 

the Lexus Chase in a performance that was near identical on merit to Sizing John’s. He was fancied for 

the JLT last year but tipped up when still in contention. I have the same reservations as I do for Sizing 

John, whether he will be able to make that last lung-busting drag up from the third last. 

 

My wife Tanya despairs at the number of times she expects to see me watching racing, or news, or a 

thought provoking documentary on the computation of risk, but actually finds me watching the 1964 

film classic, Zulu. As a South Wales borderer by birth, it is basically a matter of national identity that it 

must be watched at all available opportunities. I can pretty much recite it word for word (battle chants 

included), and I have often looked up from Prestbury Park at the crest of Cleeve Hill and been struck by 

the terrain being perfect for the emergence of a shield-waving Zulu army. If they were to line the 

horizon, then I would expect to be joined in voice in a rendition of Men of Harlech by Irish trainer Henry 

de Bromhead, a direct descendant of Michael Caine – well at least his character in the movie. He must 

have felt like the besieged of Rorke’s Drift watching the cavalry column desert them when the Potts took 

their horses away at the start of the season, including Sizing John. He may though get the chance for 

some sweet revenge here as his runner Champagne West was very impressive last time out and could go 

well at the front of the race in company with Native River. He was out of form when pulled up in the 

Ryanair for trainer Hobbs last year, but has freshened up for a change of scenery and was very good off 

top weight last time. I don’t know if he is quite good enough to win this, but it wouldn’t surprise me if de 

Bromhead’s new horse outperforms his old. 

 

Bristol De Mai would have a good chance if this was his beloved Haydock, but as he showed even in a 

fair 2nd in last year’s JLT to Black Hercules, his form elsewhere doesn’t quite match up. You have to be 

Kauto Star or Dessie to win one round here whilst being better at other tracks. He isn’t. 

 

Don Poli was third last year having won an RSA the year before. He is unfairly called Don Slowly and the 

natural assumption is that he needs an endless muddy slog to prevail. I don’t see it that way. Sure, he 

needs a test of stamina, but I also think he travels much better on decent ground. I could see him 

outperforming his long odds here given the strong gallop if he can just jump fluently enough to stay in 

touch. Let’s face it we all know his ideal race is the Grand National, but the toys have been well and truly 

hurled out of the pram with that one. 
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There are two here at longer odds that I wouldn’t quite rule out. Minella Rocco comes here with form 

figures that are a warning in themselves – FU. The fall was when staying on just behind the ill-fated 

Many Clouds at Aintree, and the unseat was early in the Irish Gold Cup.  That was a huge frustration 

because we need to see what this horse is capable of. Last year he beat Native River fair and square in 

the 4-miler, his decisive advantage only being reduced in the final few yards. That one may have 

progressed since, but this looked likely to be a good season for Minella Rocco when he ran a gallant race 

here under a big weight in his comeback, since which times the wheels have fallen off the wagon. I don’t 

know if he could win this even if jumping superbly, but he is 6 times the price of the horse he beat at this 

meeting last year and he just hasn’t given himself a chance yet to prove that wrong. 

 

Saphir du Rheu is an outsider that needs a somewhat larger leap of faith. He was a decent hurdler and 

has underperformed for the most part over fences. I thought he ran pretty well in a handicap here in 

January under a big weight, and won as he should last time at Kelso. With the confidence of that win, 

and plenty of reserves of stamina, he could be the sort who, ridden conservatively, could sneak into the 

frame late on. 

 

Another fascinating contest. If I knew for sure that after five fences or so Native River could have an 

uncontested lead then I think that he would have to be considered the most likely winner. I will be 

delighted if Cue Card wins, but at 11 I’d have to say no. It could be another Sprinter Sacre moment with 

hardy festival veterans blubbing into their tweed hankies, and I won’t complain if it is, but its less likely 

than 3/1.  Djakadam is solid, and may even yet emerge as the market leader. But in a tricky contest I 

have decided to trust the visuals – NATIVE RIVER just looks like a Gold Cup winner all day long.  I will 

be tempted to support Minella Rocco each way, but will certainly have an even more outlandish bit of 

each-way on SAPHIR DE RHEU. 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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FRI:  Race 5 - The Foxhunters Chase - 3 1/4 miles for Amateur Riders  

Current Selected Odds – 6-4 On The Fringe, 4 Wonderful Charm, 5 Ask The Weatherman, 14 
Paint The Clouds,  
 
The old Corinthian spirit associated with the Foxhunters appears to have left the Festival at about the 

same time as my good friend Phil’s traditional Friday brown corduroy suit. Whilst one is thankfully 

unlikely to grace the course again, there is a wistfulness about the inevitable move of the once truly 

amateur and amateurish into the faux-amateur and professional quality we now see. Gone are the 

knitted colours, flailing arms and handlebar moustaches (and that’s just the women) and now we have 

an elite group of truly expert jockeys. Perhaps a little less sporting – but thankfully a whole lot easier to 

predict. 

 

The key question this year is whether the now 12-year-old On the Fringe can complete a hat-trick of 

wins in the race.  He was an easy winner two years ago on soft ground, whilst he needed a full strength 

Nina Carberry ride to force him home last year on a better surface.  Some have taken heart from his 

excellent reappearance run at Leopardstown in a race which is usually a low-key pipe-opener for him on 

the road to the Festival. A much improved showing there doesn’t mean an awful lot to me, I don’t 

expect the horse to be improving at 12, more likely he was just a bit fitter than he had been for that 

prep race in the past. We should expect him to turn up in the same form as last year. If he gets soft 

ground then I think that makes him very hard to beat and fully justifying of his cramped odds. If things 

dry up then he has shown vulnerability in the past, and those same conditions happen to be ideal for his 

chief opponents. I have him therefore a somewhat ground dependant pick and wouldn’t be charging 

into the market in advance. 

 

The biggest challenger in the market is the Paul Nicholls-trained Wonderful Charm.  This horse has 

recorded two very easy wins since switched to this division. He was a decent horse as a top-grade 

handicapper. His festival record of 8th, 5th and 8th doesn’t look too good on the face of it, but that was 

in grade 1 class, substantially higher than this class. He has disappointed in the past over longer 

distances, and has looked more of a 2m4f horse, but those types can do well in the slower pace of this 

race. The biggest factor here is that this horse cannot manage soft ground, and almost certainly won’t 

run on it. If he turns up it's because Nicholls has deemed conditions suitable – and if that is the case for 

Wonderful Charm then it probably isn’t the case for On The Fringe and Nicholls’ horse could be a huge 

contender. 

 

Ask The Weatherman comes here with an impeccable record in point-to-points and a winning debut 

under rules at Wincanton. He looks ridiculously short here despite his reputation. I wasn’t wholly taken 

by his Wincanton effort and this course will be challenging enough for him. As an 8 year old he has time 

on his side, but things here looks too much too soon. 
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Paint the Clouds stayed on into a place last year. He falls between two stools in that on soft ground he 

wouldn’t beat On The Fringe, and on good ground he doesn’t beat Wonderful Charm – that said he 

probably places in both instances. 

 

Two regulars here are Pacha du Polder who carried Vicky Pendleton into 5th last year and could 

probably do better under more experienced handling, and that good friend to this guide Salsify. He has 

been written off as a has-been even though he is the same age as the favourite. I still think there could 

be a last hurrah if the ground was decent, in the mud he isn’t worth a sheckel. 

 

It’s a while since Grand Vision was third in an Albert Bartlett. He has come back from injury this season 

and has run very well, finding the trip too short last time behind Pacha du Polder. He can probably 

handle softer ground well and would have an each way chance if it rains. 

 

WONDERFUL CHARM is probably worth a pick as he only runs if things are absolutely ideal, in 

which case they will suit him a lot more than the favourite. If he doesn’t run, then the likely softer 

ground would give GRAND VISION an each way shout. 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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FRI:  Race 6 - The Martin Pipe Handicap Hurdle - 2 1/2 miles for 
Conditional Jockeys  
 
Current Selected Odds – 5 The Storyteller, 10 Battleford,   

This race is most people’s idea of a nightmare, but for one tweeded festival fanatic this will be as good 

as a Champion Hurdle if his horse gets in the race. My good friend Phil has endured a pretty torrid run of 

luck as a racehorse owner (I should know as I have shared in about half of them). The horses may be 

startled by the often bold colour combinations of Phil’s sartorial elegance, but that doesn’t entirely 

explain the rotten run of luck. Phil really should write a book about the trials of horse ownership, but his 

luck may be about to change – in the long term hopefully with our unraced Shantou – but in the near 

term with his horse Bigmartre. 

  

He is entrusted to the care of up-and-coming young trainer Harry Whittington. Harry is a great guy and 

has a superb small team training on the hill top outside Lambourn. If you fancy a leg in a horse he is your 

man, but for God’s sake wear your wooly thermals when you go to visit, that is one refreshing wind. 

Harry found Bigmartre on a trip to France where the horse had more letters than numbers in his form – 

but Harry is a great judge and Bigmartre has been very solid since starting his campaign in the U.K. last 

year. He will probably need to have won the Imperial Cup on the Saturday before the festival to have 

any chance of getting into this race, but if he does, then Phil may just have sobered up in time for what 

would be the biggest race-day of his life – at least until next year’s Neptune…. 

  

Phil aside, one man who really targets this race is Gordon Elliott who was a long time learning at the feet 

of Martin Pipe after whom the race is named. Everyone has latched on to his good novice The Storyteller 

here and he appears to be the stable's top choice. He has great form in Ireland and the handicapper is 

having to guess here at a reasonable mark. I suspect he has guessed significantly too low, and even 

though the horse has entries elsewhere there seems to be a single-mindedness of focus on this race that 

has more than caught the attention of bookies and punters. One word of caution would be that the 

trainer had a ridiculously priced favourite in this last year, Squouateur at 9-4, and he finished well 

beaten. The horse clearly deserves plenty of respect, but he looks over-backed now at the odds. 

  

Paul Nicholls has a superb record in this race. A win this year looks a little less likely – he will be relying 

on old war-horse Lac Fontana who won a County Hurdle three years ago off 139. A prolonged period of 

poor form and health means he comes here off that same mark. Very rusty on his comeback, he was 

better last time when briefly leading at this distance of a 3m race before the tank ran dry. If he improves 

again for that run, then he would have half a chance as we know conditions will be suitable. I will have 

an eye on him for old times’ sake, but you would have to suspect he will be like my mate Pete’s 

concentration, vulnerable to younger legs. 

The other stable to have farmed this race is that of Willie Mullins. He had over half a dozen novices 

entered in here, but of them the one I really like is Battleford. He ran a blinder here in the Bumper last 

year when just touched off by Ballyandy, but his generally weaker form in Ireland has given him a 

basement mark of 135. That could make it hard to survive the cut for this field, but I am sure he will run 
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well above that reunited with festival conditions. The bookies are taking no chances, but he would still 

my pick if he were to make it in – my guess right now is that he will unfortunately miss out. 

  

Coo Star Sivola is an interestingly handicapped horse. This one ran a great third from the front in the 

Fred Winter last year off a mark of 132, and comes here off just 138. In the meantime, he won over the 

course at the end of last year in good style, and is perhaps being held down because of a bad run here in 

January.  That wasn’t his form (he finished miles behind a horse he previously beat comfortably), and he 

recorded an easy wide margin win last time to prove it was just a blip. In those good runs, jockey Lizzie 

Kelly was unable to utilise her claim as a conditional jockey – that won’t be a problem here so the horse 

is arguably at least as well in as her claim, but I think it has more in hand than that. An uncomplicated 

front-runner, he could be a tough target to pass if Lizzie can get her pacing fractions right. 

  

Old codger Desert Cry is a horse I have backed each way in a few festivals past. Eleven years old now, he 

has had a bit of a renaissance in his dotage and hence arrives here rated 140. I remember him finishing 

as they say “from another county” (Oxfordshire I’d guess if my geography is right) when ninth in a 

County Hurdle in 2012 off 142. Clearly his old legs are likely to be found out in this company, but he was 

very impressive in two small wins before going too far over three miles last time. I will be looking for a 

little each way at what could be monster odds on the old-timer if he does run. 

  

Well best of luck to Phil in the unlikely event that BigM gets to race. Given that he is as likely to appear 

as that corduroy suit, then we have to make a call on the hot favourite The Storyteller. Well done if you 

were ahead of the crowd, but at the odds now it has to be sensible to look 

elsewhere. BATTLEFORD gets the nod, but with severe doubts about whether he makes the field, I 

will trust Lizzie Kelly to get one for the girls on COO STAR SIVOLA. 

 

 
 
For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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FRI:  Race 7 - The Grand Annual Chase - 2 miles   

Current Selected Odds – 8 Starchitect, 10 Le Prexien 
 
The last race of Gold Cup day. Some of the stifling crowds will have dispersed, the course will be littered 

with discarded betting slips, discarded Racing Posts and discarded Irishmen all waiting to swept up ready 

for next year. Those of us still standing will stagger to the finishing line that is the Grand Annual like ill-

prepared amateurs in the Honolulu Ironman, no hint of celebration in success or failure, trying to 

maintain control of the bladder, and just wanting a nice sit down, a cool drink and a bath. In the spirit of 

early-onset middle age – I will be leading the exodus up into the Cotswolds for a nice fireside pub 

debrief, and away from the football crowd chaos of Cheltenham High Street on Gold Cup night. 

  

Before that, there is the small matter of solving the Grand Annual chase, a 2mile blitz around 

Cheltenham designed to make sure at least someone goes home happy – the bookies. 

  

The head of the market shows the two usual suspects for this race – the novice looking to exploit a fair 

mark, and the looking for revenge horse coming back to make amends. 

  

Starchitect leads the novices’ charge if favouring this race over the 2m4f race on Thursday. Trained by 

the Pipe stable that is always to be feared in festival handicaps, he is just a couple of pounds higher than 

when a close fifth in last year’s County Hurdle.  While he has four good runs as a novice, he won’t have 

faced a test anything like this one with regards to jumping at this pace in a field of this size. I suspect the 

longer race is favoured to give him a chance at his fences – if he goes here then on a point of 

handicapping and given the connections he has to be respected. 

  

A fellow novice is Cloudy Dream, who was a useful hurdler last year and has a reasonable mark here of 

147 given his decent runs over fences to date. I would love to back him here as I have great respect for 

him, but I am not sure he is quite slick enough yet at his obstacles. He hasn’t made any big errors, but 

just being fractionally slower than average through the air can be quickly attritional in this race. 

  

Le Prexien is well fancied but will need to jump a whole lot better than of late to maintain a position. A 

novice I prefer is Gordon Elliott’s Ball D’Arc. This horse has been very active in Ireland and has some 

good recent handicap experience. That does mean he is a little bit more exposed, but I think he has 

more to offer given the likely rapid pace of this race. He looks very nicely weighted and priced and 

would be interesting if connections decide to target this amongst many options. 

  

Mixboy is a novice on a roll who may have slipped in under the radar.  He is risen steeply in the weights, 

but deservedly so as he has won his last few races with extraordinary ease. Now they were far lesser 

races than this, so assessing the form is a little tricky, but that is just as true for the handicapper – if it’s a 

puzzle for us then it probably is for him to.  A prominent racing novice who is hard to gauge and one 

who could run very well. 
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Leading the back-again crowd is last year’s runner-up Dandridge. He was very unlucky, I felt, on two 

counts. Firstly, he didn’t have the best of runs, with a few inopportune bumps along the way. Secondly, 

he ran into the roguish Solar Impulse having the day of his life. Both horses return having shown next to 

nothing since that race. In Solar Impulse’s case that looks to be because he has no more to give, and has 

been shipped on pretty quickly by the owner and trainer to a smaller yard. Dandridge, however, stays 

with Arthur Moore, who has a great record in this race, and who will have campaigned him shrewdly to 

ensure he retains a winner rating (4lbs up from last year). I am sure we will see a refreshed horse here 

and the market has been speaking in his favour for a while now.  Definitely on the shortlist. 

  

Rock The World was third last year having travelled really well for a long way. That was a first run since 

October as this horse must have decent ground and can’t handle the mud. They have tried the same 

trick this year and I think we can expect another strong run. 

  

Dodging Bullets was the Champion Chaser two years ago and it is a measure of decline that he drops 

into a handicap here off a mark of 151. That is pretty amazing as he is giving just a few pounds to some 

of these unproven novices. Is there any chance of a renaissance? Well technically he is starting to look 

very well in – the question is less about the maths and more about the horse’s desire. I can see the case 

for him, but I throw it out of court as I just don’t see the will to win there any more. 

  

Sizing Platinum has run a few good races around this course, and I thought there was promise in his 

fourth here in December. He took a crunching fall though shortly after and we haven’t seen him since. 

So, although he was in my notebook for this race, I have had to erase him as not many come here off the 

back of a fall and win. 

  

So, this is the end, and what we have left, as Rick says at the end of Casablanca, “doesn’t amount to a 

hill of beans in this crazy world." Well, with all due respect to Bogie, I’ll be hoping that we all have more 

than a hill of beans, and that some of the excess will have been provided by DANDRIDGE in his 

revenge mission for last year’s defeat.  BALL D’ARC appeals most as a second string from the usual 

crop of novices trying their hand/hoof. 

 

 

 

Here’s looking at you kid………. 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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